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Shantytown HOW.SWEET ITIS
has new focus
"This is obviously political,"
said Albright. ''Seventy-one perShantytown, the program de~ cent of refugees came from Eusigned to make Xavier students rope, not where. the· majority of
aware of homelessness, is ex~ refugees exist."
·
panding i.ts focus to encompass
U.S. foreign policy also affects
both the international and domes- refugees in unsupported-Ameritic aspects of the issue.
can countries .. · .
Fifty people gathered into the
"Palestinians, considered the
Romero International Center last world's oldest refugee populanight to learn about homelessness . tion, are not recognized as refuaround the world.
gees [and cannot seek asylum]
. Shantytown, now in its 11th since our government supports·
year, invited speakers from Israel," said Albright.
Senegal, Colombia, Guatemala
· For the 3,000 refugees from
and Mexico to share their stories Latin America and the Caribbean,
with the community.
2,000 spaces are for Cuban refuAccording to Natalie Fare gees.
Albright of International CathoFor organizers of Shantytown, .
lic Social Services, political re- the issue of international homestrictions prevent many who need less is not often addressed.
asylum in .the United States from
"Most do not think of internaentering the country.
tional homelessness," said senior
"There are only 10 countries Rachel Napolitino, a Shantytown
in the word that resettle refu- organizer.· "We wanted to bring
gees," said Albright "forty-seven . the issue to the students.~· .
percerit are resettled in the U.S.
With the change of focus, the
There are 6 to 7 million refugees organizers of ShantytOwn deat any given time."
cided not to have students sleep
Last year, only 18,000 refu- in the shanties on the mall.
gees from Africa, the region that
"A lot of the criticism that
_has the most refugees, were ac- comes with Shantytown is that
cepted into the United States students sleeping· in shanties
while 47;000 refugees were ac- aren't, homeless," said freshman
cepted from the former states of Greg Le Saint, a coordinator of
Yugoslavia and. the Soviet Union, Shantytown.
said Albright.
·
See Homeless, page 3
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
.Campus

New~

E;ditor · ·

The Xavier women's basketball team defeated Clemso.n last Sunday to advance_ to
the NCM's Sweet 16. The next game will be on Saturday at noon against No. 1·
·
. seeded Tennessee. ·See page 12 for the full story.

Commuter concerns polled
BY MELISSA CURRENCE

is available throughout campus. where the Info Desk is located.
There is an email list through
Every month, Commuter SerStudent Government Associa- Commuter 'services that notifies vices has a Commuter Dinner
tion (SGA) is working to make students of events.
Club event where a group dines
Safavian also wants to encour- at a Cincinnati· restaurant for a
commuter students aware of
· Xavier events and services.
age commu~ers to become active. · discounted price.
Student senator Mehrdad
"Commuters n_eed to run for.
The office. produces a list of
Safavian mailed a survey to SGA [for both SAC and senate] housing available near Xavier
underclass commuters in order to and for Commuter Council and be and is available on the Xavier
involved with clubs," said Web site at www.xu.edu/com.gauge their special concerns.
"Our goal is to listen to the Safavian. "This is a two-way muter/ochl and at the Commuter
problems of commuters and give street [between commuters and Services Center.
Students who return surveys
them to the administration," said SGA] to let the people in charge
Safavian. ·
know about [commuter] issues." will be placed In a.drawing for
Commuter Services is an office prizes that include a. free parking
The surveys should arrive at
commuter houses within a few . designed to plan events for com- pass for next' year and gas certifi- cates.
days. The packet includes a let- muter students.
"We plan events. to give comter about services available to
Elections for Commuter Counmuters the chance to meet other cil, an SGA organization decommuters.
"There is lack of communica- students," said Leah Cummins, . signed to lobby for commuters,
tion, so that commuters often the graduate assistant for Com- will be in the next few weeks.
don't hear about activities," said muter Services.
Students interested should visit
Safavian.
The Commuter Services Cen- the Commuter Services Center or
The Wheel is a monthly publi- ter is located in the basement of call them at 745-3824.
cation by Commuter Services ·anµ Williams College of Business
Campus News Editor
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Scholarships
available·
. Three scholarships are available in the Office of Financial
Aid:
The Kroger Garnes-Wards Internship/Scholarship: $3,500
plus paid internship during the
summer. of 2001. All applicants
must be part of a minority group,
currently· a sophomore, enrolled
in the bachelor of arts, bachelor
ofliberal arts, bachelor of science
in business administration or
honor bachelor of arts degree program, and have a: cumulative GPA
of at least 2.5. Applications are
due April 10.
The Community· Foundation
of Greater Lorain County:
amount varies. Applicants must
be a resident of either Lorain or
Efie. county, must complete the
·FAFSA, and have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0.. Applica~
tions are due April 20.
The Polonia Foundation:
$500 - $1,?00. Applicants must
have Polish ancestry and must be
a resident of Ohio. Applications
are due.June 15.

Dr. Drew
Dr. Drew Pinsky of MTV's
"Loveline" will speak at Xavier
on March 24 at 7 p.m. in the

.

.

.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JON SUHRE

The Pre-Law society ate at Capitol City Brewing in. Washington, D.C, during their trip to visit law schools this past weekend.

Pre-law studentsstorlll the capital city

BY MELISSA MOS~O .·
. "Itis importa,~t f~r:fa'w schools
Asst. Campus News Editor
.. · to come to recognize Xavier. Our
This past weekend, .the Xav}er ·name .is geti~ng .out there through
Pre-Law Society traveled .to Wash- these kinds of programs," said
ington, o:c., to look at law schools·. White:
.
'
Th~ Pre-Law Society met. with
"It's diffic~lt for admissions
admissions .. directors
from commit't~es, t~ deny admission
Georgetown Unjve~sity, George when they kn~w people and know
Washin~tonyn~versity .and Ameri- more 11?o~t t~e school.",, . .

'

. ~~· '

fi · l
. "Or

:< ".

. , .· .·

it tS important

. h Lt ·

aw SC

OO S O

·

The next LSAT will take place
Monday," June 1 L Registration
forms are available in the Pre-Law
student lounge, as well as online.
The society also brings in .
speakers regarding law school application, admission and suggestions on undergraduate course
work.

come to reco.ignize
·Xavier. Our .name is
• .
h
getting out t. ere
.
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a
of their lecture series.
Pinsky will address alcohol and
substance abuse as well as field
que.stions from the audience. Afterwards there' will be refreshmerits a~d autograph opport~ni~:·
tieswith Dr. Drew: Tickets are $3. ·.
and will be restriced to students'
factilty and staff of
Ticket~
will go on sale in theAlter Hall
Lobby from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on.
Tuesday; March 20 through·
Thiiisday, March 22. On Friday,

xu.

·school, the· Washington t~ip spon- . as the Washin~ton trip. The ne~t
law. He also publis?es th~~#~sor~d ~y th.e f>r~-Law Soc1etr g~ve event pJann~ 1s a touro~the 0~10
· ·
..
.
. . Law Handbook, .available m the
. me ms1ght a,s to how the apphcat1on · State law school and d1scuss10n
Dr. Tim Wh~te, Pre-Law studerit lounge or from•
· process..w.orks,:.· said.f~eshmanJon: . wit~ the admissions ~irec.tor,
pre-law adviser White.
Suhre. It also mforme(l me on what , .• 'The f'.t'e-.Law Society 1s a great
. .
..,
.·
.. . Meetings for)'re-Law Society
high ran~ingla\\' sch~ls lookfor in .. i:esource, no.torily for inform~tion. campusjs like; and I .thirik that's _.are held in Hinkle 122, the student
prospectl~e students'. ·· .. . .· · · .
about appl.y1ng to Ia.w scho,ol, but
important for the final decisionY · lounge. A library" containing: i.n· Ten students and Dr: Tim White,· what a law career entails,":-said
As well as visiting law schools,· foi;mation ·about various faw
the ~~e-La~ adviser and pro~essor of Suhre'.
..
. .·
the Pr~-Law societ~ aids students schools is aiso avialable.
poht1cal sc1~nce,:gatheredl~terat~re .' W~1te agrec:d, St~dentrget.~ -~~ pl an.~m;ig qn takmg the Law.,
.For more information about the
a~d as~ed_ que~bons· o~·.the a~m1s- )Pt_ o~ mforma~1on a~()U,t )Y~.!lttb,~. :. Sc~i;Jol'Admi.~sion T~st .(LSAT), a .Pre-Law Society, please call Dan
· s10ns.d1rectors concemmg their re- bml~mgsarehke, whattheclasses
maJor factor m adm1ss10n to law at 745-3497.
spect1ve schools.
are hke, and what the feel of the
school.

ofprograms,"

Mii(ch 23, tickets will be on sale
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m~.)n the .
Nieporte Lounge. Call Carol· at
745-3202 for more information; ·

Freetax .service.:

VITA; Voluntary In~ome 1'ax Assistance, is bei~g·
offered by, Xavier accounting students. This program·,
sponsored by the IRS, is free of charge to low income
taxpayers, and taxpayers with bask tax needs can
come and receive tax filing assistance free of charge.
~ ( . , ,: :rhe service is located at thtf Pr.!J~an L~agu~ of Great~r,
Cincinnati, 3458 Reading Road on March 21, 28 and
•· . April 4 and 11 from 5:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m.

·.Private prisons.
~~tudents of the "Not With Our
Money" campaign:are holding
a·
.r
!
· ·
discussion with civil rights attor~
ney, Al Gerhardstien ··and a ·
reP-resenative from SOdexhoMarriott to examirie ' the:
cafe~eria's ties to the private.
prison industry. ''Private Prisons ..
and Your Lunch Money" .will be ·.
hel~ Tuesday, March 27 from 7 ~9 ·
p.m·._ in the Kell~y Auditorium.
CaJ{Brian at 985-'8434 with_any
questions.
,
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Student
.art exhibit·
·.
·:

.The department of art. has a
neV; 'student display in the Cohen
Ar{ Gallery. The works cover all
dis~fplines. The exhibit also featur~s· the senior thesis work of
Brian Haberski. The exhibit runs
through Marc.h 30: Gallery hours
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.ni. Monday
through Saturday, and. H :30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. on ~unday.
·,

~: '

.

~

..

.

..
Th~rsday, March· ls, 4:12 p.m.
• _ __:_ A.student in the E Building of
theXavierVillage reported damage
mwm~·::im~,g~
to a screen door~ . The damage
occtired sometime over Spring
·
Thursday, March 15, 2:35 a.m. Break.
- Residence Life in Brockman Hall
caught a non-student ripping down ,
posters in a hallway. The subject
Friday, March 16 - Someone
was cited for criminal damage and forced open a snack machine using
underage consumption while yisit- , a 2x4 on the ground .floor of
ing a student.
Kuhlman Hall. Miscellaneous
snacks and candy. bars were taken.
. ·.·

Police Notes

Thursday, March 15, 4 p.m. A student reported his or her vehicle
was damaged while parked in the
R2 lot in the Cohen Center. The
damagC? appearep· ~a.have come from
"someone kfoklng the outside of th~ .
vehicle.

s~turday, Ma~h 11, 6:10 p.m•
- A Brockm~n Haff student .was
cited for damaging the front glass
entrance door leading· into the
lobby. The student was also cited
for underage possession of alcohol..
"
· ·
' Sunday, March 18, 9:30 a.m.
- The. Xavier art department re~·
ported the theft ofa'Panasonic
video recorder from a· storage
closet. The recorder was last seen
on Nov. 28.

Monday, March 19, 11:15 p.m.
Saturday, March 17 - A student was cited in Brockman Hall - A student reported their vehicle
for underage possession of alcohol. was damaged while parked behind
Two 12-packs of beer were cc,mfis- 176_2 Cl~neay Ave. The . damage
cated. "1~ ' ..
·•
';
.
· appearM to have been' done by another vehicle.
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"Rugby," by
Nick Cherry

Double Xpomrf

Freshman Nick Cherry tookthis picture of sophomore Walker Lutz
(#3) during a rugby game against John Carrol University.
Send Double Xpos'ure pictures on campus to ML 2129.

3

New

"Interlink"
program
available
The Office of International Student Affairs is
sponsoring a mentoring
group for incoming international students. The
group consists of both stud en ts from the United
States and current international students. This group
helps_ the newly arriving
international students adjust to their new environment at Xavier. Any interested students can contact
Katherine Hammett at 7452864
or
Margaret
McDiarmid at 745-3406
with questions.

Homeless: Shantytown not.
only way to help the cause
continued from page 1
sponsored shanties and helped
build them. "It brought me awareness that people live like this," said
sophomore Stacie Stark, an RA in
Kuhlman. "I think its unfortunate
that more people were not involved."
''Homelessness is a painful experience," said Le Saint. "If anyone wants to experience. it, there·

"We always have the safety net
of going back to the dorm and tak7
ing a shower. It's not a true experience of 'homelessnes·s."
Campus organizations and stu- .
dents had the option of adopting a
shanty as a donation to the Greater
CinCinnati Coalitiori for the Homeless.
Thr~ wings.in Kuhlman.Hall

are 365 days in a year. Just because
we set aside one week to learn about
it doesn't make us feel that pain."
Shantytown· is a program of the
Peace and Justice programs of the
Dorothy Day House. for more information, call the Dorothy Day
House at 745-3046 ..
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•to anyone who tells you.to quit smoking •. ·

•
· Id

because you know you CO U
··

•

.

·

This advertisement was supported by
· GranVCooperative Agreement Number
99038 from the Centeis for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). It's
contents are solely the resp(>nslbllity
· of the authors and do not necessarily
repre6ent the official views of CDC.

•

· ,Call XU;$ Tobacco Risk Red.uction Program at x3599 If yQ.u'd like ·to quit.

WORLD NEWS·

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

BY HARRY HAMBURG, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Senators John McCain (R-Ariz., left) and Russ Feingold (D"."Wis., right)
walk with protesters demanding camp'aign fihance reform ou~sid.e the
Capitol building on Monday, f\i'.larch 19~ Monday yvas _the begmnmg o_f
two weeks of debate in the .Senate over a campaign fmance reform bill
·
introduced by McCain and Feingold.

Japanese prime minister
may resign next month
YOSHIRO MORI MAY LEAVE OFFICE DUE TO FALLING POPULARITY, ECONOMY
The statement fell short of giving a resignation date. "While ~ak
.
ing full responsibility as_ priml:l
TOKYO.·~- Prime Minister minister, !will discuss the specific
Yoshiro Mori, who is often vilified date (of the party presidential eiecas a symbol of Japan's pork barrel tion) at alater date," Mori said.
politics and economic inertia, has
For months, speculation about
indicated to party elders that he Mari's resignation has been the
would resign, possibly next month. major issue in Japan with the
The five main powerbrokers of · economy sliding deeper into recesthe ruling Liberal Democratic Party sion by the month. Whether Mori
(LDP) disclosed Mari's intentions would stay or resign eclipsed more
almost a year after the same kind of ur-gent economic issues.
group chose Mori as prime minister.
With Mari's popularity rating
down to single digits and Japan's'
{LDP}
stock market at its lowest in 15
years, the LDP elders announced a
face-saving formula that will allow
the prime minister to bow out by
announcing early elections for the
party's presidency which had been
sch,eduled for September.
·The formula permitted Mori to
go ahead with a visit to Washington on March 19 to meet President
"
Bush. He would then travel to
Irkutsk in Siberia to meet Russian
.-LDP Secretary General
President Vladimir Putin on March
Makoto Koga
25 in a summit that Mori had hoped
would lead to the elusive peace
treaty Russia and Japan have never
.
.
signed after World War II.
Mori survived two· no-confi· •.• X.:Mat~rii'is'- re-e~~~ging·.i~·
dence votes in parliament and ap•.. s~u~ti .J\.sia; '}ljµ-Oy:becatise •~(~
SCANDALS AND
became convinced he
illsect, resistance :to ' INEFFECTIVE POLICIES parently
would regain popularity as soon as
~,11~~~~. and·s~(er {irst-Iip~ ~es7.
the economy turned around. Inti.c1des, ac(!ordmg tq a, Scientific.
Ever since he took over as the stead he was blam.edfor the reces.Research' c6urici1
Pakis~ri ·
country's leader, Mori has tried to sion.
report. ' · . • · .. '. " · '
Under his stewardship the LDP
. . Even as 'the insects become , win abroad the success that eluded
lost
a third of its seats in the Diet
him at home.
·more resistant to increasingly
(Lower
House) elections last year.
LDP Secretary General Makoto
poisonous pesticides, their use
The
party
also lost credibility after
Koga said the prime minister had
· tias posed a growing threat of
two
of
Mori
's Cabinet ministers and
told the party elders, "I myself, as
' hWnan foOd contamination and
close
allies
were involved in corparty president, must search my
environmental damage, the reruption
scandals.
soul over the various scandals and
port says.
Mori outraged many Japanese
the people's loss of confidence in
when
he said Japan was "a country
our party."
BY ULI SCHMETZER
tili' . Chicago.Tribune'..

'7 myself, as
party president,' must
search my soul over
· the various scandals
and the people's loss of
confidence in our
party.

.illcreased

·of

with the emperor at its core," a remark associated with the days when
Japan waged. wars in the naine of
the emperor;
. Mariy LDP members and their
coalition partners have made it
plain they· did not want to go into
the Upper House elections in July
with Mori at the helm.
'

.

A CALL FOR REFORM?
Even if Mori departs within a
month, analysts doubted there was
enough time to regain public trust
before the July elections test a political system that has shown itself .
incapable of ditching the old ways
. and embarking on overdue reforms.
. Japan's electorate is.hungry for
. new faces and more transparency
in decision-making, a process often carried out behind closed doors
by party elders in the same way Japan has run its affairs for decades.
Mari's choice as prime minister
a year ago and this weekend's
events were typical of the autocratic
ways that have made th~ Japanese
voters rebel.
"The· lack of transparency makes
the.public think the LDP has gone
from bad to worse. There is no sense
of trust in the party," said Masumi
Ishikawa, a political analyst at
Obirin University in Tokyo .

· ·PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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New Clubs

.

,

Xavier Television Association - Brand X Vzdeos
XavierAssociationfor Athletic Training
Ski Club

Money Matters

Gall~gher.

Center Forum: The Next University Center

Join Student Senate and Dr. Ron Slepitza, Vice President
for Student ·Development, for a presentation about the
current status of the Gallagher Center.

Thursday, March29, 2001
8 p.m.
· Tucker's Lounge - Brockman Hall.

. II
I

Are you creative? Do you want a voice in
programming on Xavier's campus?

I
I
I
I
I

• •

•

j '

• •

•

•

-

..

~

Applications available at th~ Info desk and in the SGA office in
O'Connor Sports Center.

Applications due on Monday, March 26
at 5 pm .

Mr. Muskie 2001
Wednesday, March 28
8p.m..
Cintas Banquet Room
FREE

$1,300

STYUKA
ANNUAL CONCERT/CHARITY EVENT

$1,500

XU SOTA
CONFERENCE IN PHILADELPHIA

$1,650

$1,275

Pre-Law Society
·
TRIP TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

$1,030

BACCHUS
NATIONAL SPRING CONFERENCE

I
I

Delta Sigma Theta
.
BONDING SISTERHOOD RETREAT

$268

Club needs money? Kerry MurphY. @ 745-3094
Want to start a club? Kelly Borchers@ 745-3094·
?'s for Sena.te? Casey Shuff @ 745-3995
?'s about community service? Jolie Kwan@ 745-3094
?'s about SGA? Jeff Pugh@ 745-4249 .
?'s about Co-sponsorship? Scott Martz@ 745;;3534
?'s for SAC? Katie Wolesky@ 745-2867
About this page? Michelle Manassah@ 745-3094
Student Affairs? Natosha Cuyler-Sherman @ 745-3094

.COMMUTERS!
Participate in the SGA Survey regarding your opinions and
win great prizes. For more information, send Mehrdad
an email at XUCommuters@yahoo.com.

p.m.
What: Home Improvement Day held by an
organization called
People Working Cooperatively
Description: Do yard
work and home repair
projects for low income or disabled
elderly adults.

:
.I

I

-Tall'

Have Lunch
With . Rev. Michael
. .
Graham, · S. J·.

.· Senators Jon. Suhre and Laura Carnaghi.are inviting a
. . group 10 students to have lunch with, Xavier .
University's newest President, Fr. Michael Graham. The
talk will take place Wednesday, April 25; 2001at11:30
a.m.·in the.Cafe; Come discuss issues facing you as .
sudents as well as learn more about-the goals and insight
Fr. Graham has for this university. ·Reach Jon Suhre or
Laura Camaghi @745~8843. ·

of

SGA Community
Service Project
Time: 8:30 a.m.-1:30

I

~-----------------~

''

Date: Saturday,, March 24

·

:"

. Remember, all funding granted requires the fundraising
.'
' . . and repayment of 30 percent of all funds granted.
.'

Win a trip to Mexico for hvo.

Questions?
Check
here for answers:

$500
$480

Friday, March 30th
. 6-9 p.m.
Village Gazebo; Rainsite: O'Connor
Sports. Center
FREE food, music
hair. braiding.
. . . .and
.. . ....
.
'

I
I
I
I
I

:1

Alpha Phi Alpha
REGINAL CONFERENCE

~

I
I
.I
I
II
I

$540

II
I

Cultural· M:usic Festival

,·..

$515

College Democrats
TRIP TO ,WASHINGTON, D.C.

:

~

.,.

Xavier Singers
SPRING TRIP/CONCERT IN CHICAGO

.I.
...
~;:~~gi:t;~

\ . r
"'

. $600

XU Television Association
OPERATING BUDGET

Don't forget to grab your free Chalupa!·

•

Mortar Board
BANQUET

SGA Wants · You •••
To VOTE for the next senators!
. .March 20.:ll; 2001
Polling Stations
Lobby of Alter Hall
8 a.m •• noon
CBA (Nieporte Lounge)
noon - 2 p.m.
Lobby of O'Connor Sports Center 2 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Main Dining Room
4:30 p.m. - 7 p.ni.
Questions? Call Mike at 745-4940

I

vThe new SGA office is located in the Dolly~
Cohen Room in the O'Connor Sports Center~ . )
~
Drop by sometime.
·
A
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FA~.I~THE_

CRuWD Sunriy Side Up
Xavier University Campus Profile

VINCE PARKER SERVES UP DELECTABLE MEALS AND A CONGENIAL ATTITUDE
BY ERIN KATE RYAN •
News Fetures Editor
Many students know him simply as Vince, "The Omelet Guy."
Every day he lords over the Just in
Time kiosk in the Cintas Center
dining hall, doling out piping
plates and genuine grins.
"I take pride in mywork,'.' said
Parker. "I think eating should be an
adventure, one to be enjoyed. I
think that comes across in the way
I prepare food and serve it up." And
if the glowing comment cards received by the Cintas Center staff
are any indication, Parker's attitude
is coming across loud and clear:
students are enjoying each and every bite.
Parker's other pursuits paint, a
portrait ofa man with varied inter.ests and tastes: he cooks for his family, plays chess and is currently trying to beat the Sony Playstation
game "Star Trek. 2000." He enjoys
watching public television and the
History Channel, and "Jeopardy!"
is his ''all-time favorite show."
"I. also listen to light classical
music, classic rock and positive rap
music," he said. '·'I say 'positive' .
because there're really a lot of negative messages in rap today."
This self-acclaimed "family
man" is a married father of two: one

Parker has been. paying close
of his children is a Cincinnati Police officer and the other currently attention to the recent criticisms
attends the University of Cindn- ·being raised against Sodexho
na:ti. A Cincinnati native himself, Marriott, but feels that many of
Parker is scheduled to begin busi- them don't apply to the Cintas
ness classes at Cincinnati State Center's staff.
"Sodexho Marriott provides its
Technical College in the near fuworkers who've been here for a good
ture.
"I really want to expand my ho-· amount of time with many benefits,
rizons," he said. "I intend· to gain and the pay is commensurate with
the skills therein," he said. "I've
never received inferior treatment,
nor have I been intimidated," he
added.
"I understand the issue of the
privatization of prisons is important, but I see it as a separate issue,"
Parker said. "If students wish their
-Vince Parker, money not to go toward those prisDining Services ons, that's understandable. But I
think that's really the only issue the
knowledge of the business side of students have to rally against." ·
food service, so that maybe, someIt's possible that Parke(s job satday in the future, I'll be able to own isfaction plays a part in his popu- .
my own restaurant."
larity. It's more likely, though, that
For the time being, however, it's his incomparable omelets and
Parker is pleased to be part of the outgoing manner that fill the stomSodexho Marriott team. "I've been achs and win the hearts of Xavier's
here for going on four years now hungry masses. "I'm just an easyand I think Xavier Is a nice envi- going, friendly person who loves
ronment, and I work for a nice com- serving the students," he said.
pany," he said. "In terms of the at"Cooking is something I just fell
mosphere, ambiance and camara- iilto," Parker added. "But I'm here
derie, this is· by far the best job I've now, so I'm going to make the best
ever had."
of it."

'1 think eating
should be an
adventure, one to be .
enjoyed."

Parker, pictured above left with coworker Edward Duski~,
right, listens to Patsy Cline. "I don't like real country," he
said, "but I just love Patsy:'

Here the members of your friendly Newswire staff share their deepest secrets, greatest
ambitions ... and a few other things they probably should have kept to themselves.

You oughta be in pictures
NEWSWIRE PHOTOGRAPHERS DEVIN MATHIS, JACKSON GOODNIGHT-AND SARAH RICHTER PROVE

A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

Untitled

Junior
Newswire
photogra. pher Jackson
Goodnight
traveled to
western
Colorado's
·Needlepoint
'.""'"";!' Rock in
_.. .._-.. Januaryto
'

• • • capture this
'---'---'--~~_.;;;.;..;:_;_~---'"~~~~...:.:.....:..::;..--==::;'--~~~~~~~~~~___..;_~~~scene.

Untitled·

Senior Photography Editor Devin Mathis snapped
this memorable photo of Campus News Editor
Melissa Currence in the Xavier newsroom.

Sophomore
Newswire
photographer Sarah
Richter
took "Untitled" in
Spring
Grove,
Ohio, in
February
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Our catalog of summer classes is ready to be mailed to you.
It gives you acomplete listing of our course
offerings, special workshops, and travel programs.
Call today for our Summer Catalog.

Sessions beginning
May, June, and July
To request a catalog: .

Call us at 216-397-4257
or e-mail us at mkeaveney@jcu.edu
·Look US· Up at www.jcu.edu/summer
EASY REOISTRATloN • CONVENIENT LOCATION
SMALL CLASSES • FREE PARKING
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>Erin Nevius, Editor
-STAFF

>email:

OPEDNBMiVlnRE@HOIMAILCOM

EDITORIAL~

Basketball makes history
On Thursday, a group of at the Cintas. Center. The women have
Xavier women will travel to Bir- long deserved an attendance of over
mingham, Al. to make unprec- 6,500 and they finally received it edented history for our school. twice.
Additionally, the administration,
Already they have shown the
community that they are well de- staff and Cintas Center have our gratiserving of our admiration and tude for the events this past weekend.
support. We would like to con- Not only were tickets made free for
gratulate the women's basketball students, but the school handled both
team on their advancement to the NCAA and high school tournament
Sweet 16. in the NCAA Tourna- games smoothly with no complaints
from students.
ment.
Before anyone jets off to BirmingThe team will play No, 1seeded Tennessee in the Mideast ham, remember to vote for next year's
Regional Semifinal on Saturday senators in the election today. More
at noon. While defeating Louis- ·students are running this year than
ville and Clemson in the first two have in recent years showing us that
there are some
rounds of the
people out there
tournament,
who want to
they
immake changes
pressed stufor the better. At
dents and
the same time,
fans alike
student apathy in
with their
g.overnment
three-point
seems to be at an
and
free
all-time high
throw perthese days. Take
centages as
.
ad vantage Of
well their
this right and
overall team
vote.
play.
After voting, do not l:)e too disapIf means and time allow it, take
a little road trip to Alabama and pointed that you aren't able to sleep
support the team as they take on in Shantytown this year. In past years,
Tennessee. This is an opportunity sleeping in the Shantes has been critithat does not come to .our school cized as mocking the homeless situavery often and the team will ap- tion; However, ifraising awarenss is
preciate some blue fans amidst all the main point, Shanytown is still a
the orange. Also, students can sucess. The cause is good and the pursend off the Musketeers at l 0 a.m. pose of Shantytown can still be proon Thursday outside the Cintas moted by attending events going on
Center.
'·
this week.
So with all this in mind, continue
While on the same line of supto
support
fellow students. Good luck
porting students, we would like to .
to
the
basketball
team in Birmingham
thank the many fans who attended
the two games this past weekend - we are rooting for you.

"The women have
long deserved an
attendance over
6,500 ·and they
· finally received it
. "
-twice.
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A world with some ·real equality

"Newsflash: Eminem is White" the suburban white community." He and stick with it. Again, all of this
is the second dumbest thing I have didn't even bring hardcore rap into would be irrl:'.levant if Faust were
ever had the misfortune of reading.
the suburbs.· Does anyone remem- as PC as he thinks he is, but since
(The dumbest was a vµlgar mes- ber the first time they heard 2 Live he is everything he hates, I thought
sage about camels written on a_ Crew or N.W.A. in our nice white I'd make today a little worse for
men's room wall.) Anyway, I don't neighborhoods?
him.
Fourth, I just had to call him out
usually respond to The Newswire,
Exactly. As long as hardcore rap
but I just couldn't resist calling has been around, white kids have on saying he doesn't like Eminem,
Faust out on all the crap he made been sneaking it past their parents .but owns the CD. If you don't like
and into their Walkmans; All what he stands for and what he
up or just plain got wrong.
First of all, don't you guys have Eminem really did was take the fo- does, then why the hell did you pay
a proofreader down there? He cus of white rap off Vanilla Ice, and him $16 to take his voice home with
wrote, " ... why do we constantly focus it on himself. Eventually, he'll you? Either you are way too caught
up in your PC fantasy to admit you
accept th,e stories ... of any African- die out like every~me else does.
American artist to hit the
do like it, or you buy reco.rds because everyone else told you to.
streets? ... This scares me purely for
Either way, Faust isn't being honthe reason that this propagates ·
~s
est with himself. I love Eminem's
stereotypes ... keeplng the color issue in. this country alive." Further,
. music, but I am far from supportive of what he says and does the
he says, "we should be open to all
rest of the time. He's a moron, but
nationalities so that we may expehe, writes a damn good song. See
rience growth and perfection of this
how easy it was to be honest with
art." At the same time, apparently
myself? Next time, you try it!
caught up in trying to sound PC,
Finally, I would like to submit
Faust claims white kids "have
my own list of recommended lishelped to water down [hip-hop's]
CIRCULATION 3,5(,)0
COPYRIGHT 2001
tening material - which is so
meaning, driving true hip~hop furEditor-in-Chief & Publisher JONATHAN MOSKO
much more diverse than Faust's that
ther and further underground and
Managing Editor JILL GREEN
once again, he is put to shame. 1.
promoting radio-friendly hip-hop
Business Manager CAROLYN HUGHES
(ahem ... Puffy)."
MC Paul Barmana It's very stimuAdvertising Manager LANCESCHUERGER
Where do I even start? First of
Second, Eminem doesn't sell lating (white 20 something Harvard·
A<fvertising Assistant SARAH CASTNER
drop out, produced by Prince
all, if you were serious about "all records because of what color he is.
Adviser MIKE KAISER
nationalities" being included in Necro, Cage, High and Mighty, Paul). 2. Jurrasic 5: Jurrasuc 5 EP
perfecting the art, then white kids Ugly Duckling, III Bill and (Quality Control sucked except for
Photography Editor
Campus News
wouldn't. be watering anything Nonphixion are just a few of the the last song.) 3. Afu-Ra: Body of
MELISSA CURRENCE
DEVIN MATHIS
down, but adding to what is already white rappers I listen to who don't the life-force (black Taoist emcee
Photography
MELISSA MOSKO
there. Second, your claim there is get any radio play at all. It also isn't trained in various martial arts) · 4.
SARAH RICHTER
Features Editor
Blood of Abraham: Eyedollartree
a "true hip-hop," which by the way the offensive content of his songs.
JACKSON GOODNIGHT
ERIN RYAN
apparently doesn't include subur- Cage and Necro even go as far as to (two white jewish boys from CaliWorld News Editor
Contributors
ban white kids, propagates exactly claim Eminem ripped off their "say- fornia) 5. Del the funkey
JAY KALAGA YAN
BILL SNODGRASS
what you claim you're afraid of.
anything" style. Eminem got where homosapien: Both sides of the
TIM HUBBARD
Online Editor
Why isn't Puffy any more credible he is, first, from talent and paying brain (black ex-alcoholic from
JACKSON GOODNIGHT
JILL GREEN
than the thugged-out street rappers? dues, and second, from ineeting the Cali/ Ice Cube's cousin, though you
Opinions and Editorials
MARIE LEIST
Because of you. You feel the right people. The music ii:idustry wouldn't know it). Look, I'm not
JOEL BOUTIERE
ERIN NEVIUS
need to put everything in a neat doesn't care about politics; They trying to be an ass here - well Ok
Copy Editors
LORI GOETZINGER
little category so you can find it care about getting the most money I am - but people who try to be
Sports
BECKY MUICH
PC at all costs are basically prejulater, and you end up making· ev- for themselves and their as.sociates.
JOE ANGOLIA
MARIA HAJJAR
dice themselves, just at a different
erything new conform to your Period.
SEAN O'BRIEN
ANTHONY MOSKO
code. You basically admit you
Third, black people didn't "in- level. A friend of mine purp.osely
Accounts Receivable
Diversions
think rap is for poor, gun-toting ,··vent" hip-hop. If you are referring holds doors for black people beMIKE KOHLBECKER
AMANDA CLINE
as
blac~t!'!~n.~nd white.~eop~e~.ome~.~?~!he sampling a~~ rean:~nging .of. cause.he
i.•.:.,. doesn't want to be\seen
·:- .
· .;; ;Diitribution:
<~.'' ·' BRIAN FAUST
...'''
how
r.y!~.
that.
I;)on
~
wnte
som~,,;;
·
·
·~,£mnds,
that
was
started
by.
a.
\V~1te
a
racist.
.,
':~·
,.,.._..
.
'·
0 ·''.f:~;'·;:'~'ERIN SI,A,ITERY
···.··· ~.....
·Calendar
Once a white guy comes;. my
crap
about
stopping
the
stereotyp&.~:ssian
named
Dziga
Vertov
around
-f'.°:.
~r~~~. ·, · . . '.~ti11.;
· · ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
ing of .black men, and then go on ·~~~ 1920s. All hip~tlop did was pick friend will go on like ri~· one is
' '>On the Web: HTIP:/
· ·:: to endbrse them in the same article. .,..standard four-beai'tempo' and stick . there. How is this any dlffereril''--:.
Tht Xav/tr N~sw/rt is published weekly through- . mester within die USA and are prorated. SubKripUon
For God's sake, read over your ar- . .to it. Rapping, of course, can be from the racist that treats biacks ,
Inquiries should be dim:ted toAtnwtda Cline, 513 745·
out the school year, except during vocution ond linnl
ticle first.
· related b11ck to any rhyming poem with less respect? Here's to a world:· ·~
3130. .
exanu, by the studen11 or Xovler University, 3800 Vicklry l'lulcway, Cincbmati, OH 45207-2129.
Advertising Inquiries should be dim:ted to Lunce
Next,
I'll
talk
about
everything
·
ever written. Who knows who start- · with some real equality in it.
The statcmen11 ond opinions orTht XavltrNnvs·
Schuerger, Advertising Mw1ug<r, 513 745·3561.
- Jason Cutler . ·
wirt arc not neassarily those o.r the Rludent hody, foe·
One C<IJIY of Tht Xavltr Ntwsw/rt, distributed 01i
Faustjust got wrong. To start with, Ing rhy~ing? All hip-hop did was
ulty Or lldministnltion of Xavier. The stntemen11 ond
campiis; is free P,r rerson rer woek. Additional copies
Class of 'Of
Eminem
dido
't
bring
"hiJ?~hop
to
.
pick
a
standard
of
two
bars
per
beat
orini® uf a columnbt do not neccasarily rencct those
uie 25 ..,,,...
·

long as
hardcore rap has· been
around, white kids
have been sneaking it
past.their parents and
.into their
Walkmans. "
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of cdi~ll'> or aenenl staff.
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.·Green· beer safe

Tenure denied

.Dear Doc,
· l Uke to drink green beer on .
St.· Patrick's Day. My friend
says that green dye will make my ·
urine green. Is that true?
·
. Signed, Green Guy
Dear Green Guy, .
.. No, green food dye will not
color your urine .. Hope you had a
safe andhappy St.. Patrick's D_ay.
Dear Doc,
I've been having itchy, watery
eyes and a runny· nose the last
few days and I've been told Ohio
is bad for sinus problems. What
should I do?
·
Signed, Itchy
' Dear Itchy, ·
Your symptoms appear more
likely to be allergy related. Sinus
· problems usually give you congestion and runny nose but .not itchy
eyes; See a physician to get it
checked out.
Questions for Doc Talk are answered by Dr.James P. Konerman.
Questions can be dropped off at
.the Health and Counseling center
or , emailed
to · us
at
opednewswire@hotmail.com
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Japan n~eds a fresh start to repair economy
BY KNIGHT-RYDER TRIBUNE
Associated Press

Japan is proof positive that financial problems left to fester
don't heal themselves, they ultimately infect all realms of the
body politic.
The world's second-largest
economy is facing yet another political and economic crisis - a tarnished prime minister, sick banks
and faltering growth. Government
finances are in a "catastrophic situ. ation," according to the nation's
finance minister. And this time
Japan isn't going to be able to export its way out because the U.S.
economy, facing its first serious
slowdown in a decade, can no
longer absorb all those goods.
Japan has been on the ropes for
most of the last decade, years in
which. its political leaders have
resolutely refused to confront the
fallout from the bursting of Japan's
1980s real estate bubble.
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could be invisible for a day who··would you folt
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Dealing with those hundreds of cratic Party which has ruled the high- for Japan - of 4.9 percent
billions of yen in bad loans still on country for all but a brief period and its latest fragile recovery is on
the books at pre-bubble collapse sinc:e World War II.
the brink of stalling again. Banks
values would cleanse the Japanese
Of course once done, it would aren't lending, consumers aren't'
banking system ..It would free banks be finished and Japan would have buying and prices are falling. The
up to lend again.
the fresh start it so desperately country is in a deflationary spiral
Coupled with
needs. Instead, that is every bit as insidious as ram-·
tax reform, it
the prime min- pant inflation.
isters have fomight even be
The latest prime minister,
enough to concused their Yoshiro Mori, hasn't served a full
vince Japanese
jump-start ef- year, yet even his own party can't
forts on huge wait for him to exit. Mori was on
consumers increases in the ropes politically even before a
whose· savings
rate is an astongovernment U.S. Navy sub crashed into a Japaishing 30 perspending, nese fishing trawler. His reaction cent- to spend
mainly
on he stayed on the golf course - has
some of their
roads, bridges cost him what little public support
hoarded yen.
. and railroads. he had left.
Japan desperately needs a leader
E I e v e n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The efforts
prime ministers in 13 years haven't have not only failed to-stimulate who understands· that business as
had the courage to force ailing the private economy, they have usual will bring only more stagnabanks to rid themselves of enough also led to massive government · tion and delay the inevitable day of
of these bad loans because it would deficits.
reckoning ..
. be painful, unpopular and would
And so, the Japanese stock
threaten the status quo-.meaning market reached a 16-year low last
the primacy of the Liberal Demo- week, the jobless rate is at a record.

"The efforts have
not only failed to
stimulate the private
economy, they have
also led to massive
government deficits. "

What a crock! Three of Xavier's
best teachers did not get tenure. I
was fortunate to have two of the
three teachers: Dr. Horan. and Dr. ·
·Davis. The third is Dr. Anderson.
These are some of the most helpful .
and student-orientated teachers on
Xavier's campus.· The main reason
I came to Xavier was because of
. emphasis on the teacher-student relationship, as well as the great teachers. Let me say Xavier is losing its
ability to emphasize this anymore.
. Horan and Davis spent many long
afternoons and nights working with
· me and many other students, helping us understand information.
Without their. concern for the
student's learning, I doubt I would
have done as well in their classes as
I did. I mean, come on; I have yet to
find another teacher who would
come to .campus on a Sunday
evening just to help out some students. I have been here for three
years and have never found a teacher·
who holds review sessions like Dr.
Horan. These two teachers are dedicated to their students and try every
possible way to make sure every student understands the information ..
Well one might ask, "So why
didn't they get tenure?" From what
I have heard, they didn't have any of
their research published, which is
one of the criteria for tenure. But as
a student, I don't see this as being a·
huge deal. What would you rather
have: a teacher that locks him/herself in his/her research room or a
teacher who spends time with the
students to facilitate their learning?
I, of course, am for the latter.
Being a nursing major, Dr. Horan
laid the whole foundation for my
nursing career. Without him, I would
have struggled through the rest of my
classes that build upon the anatomy
and physiology he taught me my
freshman year. It is quite sad to see
these teachers leave. What will
Xavier do without them? Xavier
better think the next time they emphasize the great teacher-student relationships, because the Xavier community has just lost some exemplary
teachers who really focused on
.teaching and building the studentteacher relationship.
- Marie Leist
Class of '02
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Cintas Center responds to student accusations
THE CINTAS CENTER, RECENTLY UNDER FIRE FOR APPARENT DISREGARD OF STUDENT. ISSUES, ADDRESSES OUR CONCERNS.
Recent articles in The Newswire have focused on students'
perceptions and frustrations related to the Cintas Center. Those
frustrations are understandable·
based upon information stude~ts
have and do not have about
Cintas Center programming and
processes. I share some of those
frustrations.

have hosted over 450 arena and con- or shows that are willing to come
ference center events. Approximately · · to Cincinnati on the dates the Cintas
90 percent were Xavier-related. . Center is available. We then evaluXavier events are defined as those ate potential ticket sale revenue
sponsored by Xavier organizations or agairist estimated costs to see if we
departments whose a~tendees are pri- can afford the show. If the Cintas
marily Xavier students, faculty, staff Center is the promoter, we will .
or alumni. For these events ~e charge work with the Student Activities
no rental fee, no service charge and Council to offer discounted tickets·
obviously no tax. If we have to bring to students.
in special lighting or sound equipHigh profile groups such as the
ment, there are charges. The center's Dave Matthews Band would cost
contracted caterer sets food charges, upward of $865,000 including the
which are passed to the sponsors with- · cost of the show, advertising, lights,
out any increase.
.
sound and the logistics of running
Outside events are sponsored by the event (ushers, security, etc.). If
organizations outside Xavier or by
Xavier organizations whose primary
attendees are not Xavier connected.
Xavier clubs, organizations or departments sponsoring an event that is open
to the public or a sector thereof would
be classified as an outside event.
These events are charged rentals and
service charges for food and beverage as well as tax if they are not a registered tax-exempt organization.
To schedule events in the arena or
the conference center, we have to IC!ok
for open dates that are not being held
for university calendar events (e.g.,
Manresa, graduation, Homecoming;
career fairs, Midnight Madness). We
we have 9,000 ticket sales, the avThe Cintas Center opened on
erage ticket price would have to be
June 26, 2000. It was a building
over $96 to just break .even! Obviously, we cannot afford such a high
designed first and foremost with
a goal of providing an event and
profile group.
activities environment whose serOn the other hand, groups that
vices would enhance all Xavier
cost up. to $100,000 may be well
within our range. We currently have
communities - students, employees, alumni, neighbors and
offers out to some of those groups.
However there are many factors that
friends. The student dining center is state-of-the-art. The arena
impact a group's decision to accept
allows us to' keep Xavier sports
our offer, including available dates
and the size of the arena.
on the Xavier campus and accesI have met with the Student Acsible to Xavier students. The conference center gives the Univer- · .also look for dates that are not being tivities Council leadership asking
. sity a venue to host events and held until the basketball and volley- them to research groups that we can
speakers of interest and· impor- ball schedules are known. Those bas- possibly afford and bring them to
tance to all.
ketball schedules cover the period my attention so we can evaluate
The Cintas Center was built by from Nov. 1 through March 20. Work- them and make similar offers. I inrevenues generated from private ing around those held dates, we seek vite your ideas as well.
benefactors, premium seat rev- to schedule as many arena and conI also invite students or student
enues, commercial agreements ference center events in the Cintas groups to speak with Cynthia
and from the issuance of corpo- Center arena as we are capable of han- Bellinger, SAC adviser or to Dr.
rate bonds. The interest and prin- dling.
Luther Smith, executive director of
cipal on the bonds is being paid
There are two ways the Cintas Cen- Student Services .. I believe those
from funds generated by continu- ter brings in events .. 1. A promoter who do will find we are working
ing commercial sponsorships and contacts us about providing space for together to promote events for stu- _
premium seating agreements re- a concert or other event. The promoter dents and to make the Cintas Cenlated to men's basketball. No tu- controls the ticket price, number of ter a better place to meet student
ition dollars were used in its con- tickets to be sold and all aspects of needs.
struction or are being used in its the event. The Sarah Brightman conI hope this letter has answered
operation.
cert is an example of a promoter-spon- some of your questions and cleared
Please keep in mind this is a sored event. The promoter does not up some misconceptions. Again,
new facility. Perhaps, as a univer- have to offer a student price for tick- my
email
address
is
sity community, .we can work to- ets. One way a student price could be Jonesp@xu.edu. Please feel free to
gether to make the Cintas Center offered is if the Student Activities send me your ideas. I will respond
more responsive to student con- Council bought a number of tickets to you and will take them seriously.
cerns and interests. After you from the promoter and then resold
-Phil Jones
read this letter, I invite your help- them at a discounted price.
C:intas Center director
ful ideas, which may be sent to
2. The Cintas Center becomes the
me by email at Jonesp@xu.edu.
promoter of a concert or other event.
Through January 2001, we That involves finding available group,s

'1t was a building
designed first and
foremost with a goal
ofproviding an
event and activities
environment whose
services would
enhance all Xavier
communities students, employees,
alumni, and
neighbors and
friends."

''Perhaps, as a
university
community, we can·
work together to
make the Cintas
Center more
responsive to student
concerns and
.
"
interests.

''No· tuition
dollars were used in
its construction or
are being used in its
. "
operation.

9'01! (i~ us, you rea{[y: al(f, us!
Yo~;re mal<lng it really hard for me to complain.
: , '~bout not getting letters. Keep up the good work and
we'll make sure your fre<!dom of speech is protected.
Send your letters to opednewswire@hotmail.com.
Stick it to
man.

the
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ADMINISTRATION
RESPONDS TO
· STUDENT COMPLAINTS
On behalf of the university and
Sodexho Marriott, we would like to
respond to concerns that have been
raised about the food service retail
operations. With the demolition of
the University Center last summer,
Schott Dining Room became the
temporary retail food service operation on campus. We also opened a
new Skyline. Chili cart in CBA, ·
which we hoped would provide an
additional food service option for
students, faculty and staff in a convenient location.
With the opening· of the new
resident dining room in the Cintas
Center, many more off-campus students, faculty and staff are eating
in this facility and sales in the retail
operation have dropped significantly. One reason for the decrease
in sales is most people think Schott
is not conveniently located; Iii addition, the kitchen facility in Schott
is smaller and canno.t accommodate
additional equipment, therefore the
menu-had to be adjusted and unfortunately many items that were
offered in the Musketeer Inn cannot be offered in this temporary retail operation. We have adjusted the
·hours of Schott to reflect customer
usage and have added more
carryout items for quick service; In
trying to meet the needs of our customers, we have extended the hours
of service in the more visible Skyline Chili cart. We also added several non-chili items including sandwiches, salads, bakery items,
snacks, microwave pizzas, etc.
Schott is open from 8 a.m.7:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m.-2 p.m. on Fridays.
The Skyline cart is _open from 10:30
a.m.~10:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
on Fridays, 8 a.m.-2 p.m. on Saturdays and 3 p.m.-9 p.m. on Sundays. The hours in resident dining
were also extended this year until
7 :30 p.m. every day. Carryout meals
are also available.
Although there have been several challenges associated with ope
erating a food service operation in
small areas that were not designed
to accommodate all the needs of the
campus, the retail food service employees are· committed to serving
customers during the transition period leading up to the opening of'
the Gallagher Student Center.
The Gallagher Center will cipenin January 2002 and will offer a
wide variety of food service options
including a Burger King, upscale
bakery and ice cream parlor, a deli
and salad shop, a pub and a Cyber
Cafe. Although we realize in the interim students. have been inconvenienced, we hope they understand
we are doing the best we can dur·ing this. transition period.
- Sylvia Besssegato
Associate Vice President for
Studf!nt Development/Dean of
Students
-Dan Yaeger
General Manager Campus··
Dining
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Marriott conflict continues

STUDENTS SHOULD
NOT BE FORCED TO
PAY FOR PRISONS
Since I am a CAPS student attending only part-time, I usually
don't go in that big gray box called
the Cintas Center. I've already had
dinner by the time I'm ready to go
to class, but I have eaten there once
and was not impressed. The salad
tasted like dried rubber! But that's
beside the point. No matter how bad
the quality bf the food served at the
Cafe may be, Xavier students
should not be forced to indirectly
support any company that does
business with the prison labor industry as does· Sodexho Marriott,
the Cafe's management.
I was aghast to read in last
week's Newswire how some fulltime students are required, as part
of their tuition, to pay for a meal
program at the Big Gray Box.
Whether a student uses the meal
plan or not, this does not change the
fact that this money ends up in the
hands of Sodexho Marriott's parent
company, Sodexho Alliance, the
biggest investor in the nation's largest private prison labor corporation,
Corrections Corporation of
America. "What's wrong with
prison labor," you ask? "After all,
they're just criminals! Let 'em
smash up rocks!"

"Unfortunately,
using priso~ labor to
run your business is
not illegal. "

.XAVIER, AS A CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY, HAS FORGOTTEN ITS MORALS
Being a student of Xavier Uni. versity, I am outraged to kno·w my
money is going to an industry that.
does not support worker's rights
nor cares about the life and dignity
of a human person. As a product of
Catholic teachings, I was taught the
economy should serve its people,
not the people should serve the
economy, but I feel my university,
Xavier, has thrown its moral code
of social responsibility aside in
keeping Sodhexho Marriott as the
food provider.

stock in private prison companies
to help fuel prison expansion. This
has become a problem to me and

'Xavier has
thrown its moral
code ofsocial
responsibili-ty aside. "

other members on Xavier's campus
because the prison crisis in the
Sodhexho Marriott is owned by · United States is disastrous. The
Sodhexho Alliance ~hich holds number of people in prisons has in-

creased five-fold-breaking up
families, limiting funding, for
schools, but most importantly advocating incarceration and not rehabilitation. I stand firm in my stance
on, "Not With My Money!"
My money will not be used to
fuel the corporate prison industry
that makes money off of people (our
morris', dads, brothers, sisters,
uncles, aunts) for the sake of profit.
No! I will not and cannot turn my
back cin the mismanagement and
abuse! Xavier University has a social responsibility to use all of its
capacity to act. ·· ·
~Jenelle ·Brown
· Class of '04

Much is wrong. For one, large
corporations will always do everything they can to keep their costs
low and their stockholders happy.
And if that means employing workers iri Indonesia at a dime an hour
to make Nike shoes or forcing
prison inmates to answer phones for
TWA, so be it - the American
worker be damned! And the
economy be damned as well!
What happens when more jobs
get drained from law-abiding citizens, who want to work, and unemployment subsequently rises?
Crime goes up, of course. And thus,
what population also goes up? The
prison population. And the society
crumbles.
But I guess that doesn't matter
to the Corrections Corporation of
America or to Sodexho Alliance as long as they can continue to
make the driest rubbery salads at the
lowest possible prices.
Apparently it doesn't matter to
Xavier University's administration
either. Unfortunately, using prison
labor to run your business is not illegal. But at the very least, Xavier
students should not be forced to pay
for such barbaric and inhumane
practices, directly or indirectly. Students should be .given a choice
whether they want a rrieal plan or
not. We come here for an education,
not all-you-can-eat pizza! If one of
Sodexho Alliance's affiliates were·
involved in· the business of building abortion clinics, .Xavier's administration would surely have
booted Sodexho Marriott out of the
Cafe long ago.
-Todd Wiese
CAPS student
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Sweet 16·
On Saturday, the Musketeers
will travel to Birmingham, Ala.
to take on the Lady Vols of the
University of Tennessee at noon
in their first ever trip to the
"Sweet 16."
The Lady Vols are the No. 1
seed in the Mideast region while
XU holds the No. 4 seed. Tennessee is among the elite in
women's basketball and they are
expected to make a run at the national title not only this year but
every year. This was the 13th
time in 14 years they received a
No. 1 seed in the NCAA Tourney.
However, the underdog role is
something Xavier enjoys and
they definitely would enjoy finally earning some national recognition by knocking off the
Lady Vols. Anything can happen in the NCAA Tournament
and it isn't like the Musketeers
are lucky to be in the "Sweet 16."
They've earned it and if their 30
wins isn't enough to prove it,
maybe 31 will be after Saturday.
The wiriner of the XavierTennessee game plays the winner of the Purdue-Texas Tech
game on Monday night at 8 p.m.

-Sean O'Brien

Sweet 16 sendoff
All Xavier students and fans
are invited to participate in a pep
rally/send off for the Xavier
women's team on Thursday,
March 22 at I 0 a.m. as they head
to their.first ever Sweet 16 to take
on the Lady Vols of Tennessee.
The pep rally will be held at
the west entrace of the Cintas
Center (the entrance to the
auxiliary gym just north of the
dining room):
The University asks that all
students come out and join the
band and the Musketeers in a
show of support for the women.

Rugby splits
two games
The Xavier rugby team
started their spring season with
a convincing 14-0 win over ;uc
Law on Feb. 24. Senior Pete
Kosoglov and Paul Skullen
scored Xavier's two tries.
XU then traveled to Cleveland
to play Kent State on March 17.
The Muskies were not only undersized but.were also inexperienced with nine rookies starting,
losing a battle in the mud, 12-8.
Xavier's lone try was scored by ·
Nick Cherry who a!so added
three points with a penalty kick.
The Musketeers had the ball
inside the opponents' 22-meter
· line with five minutes remaining
in the game, but could not punch
it in for the victory. ·
Xavier hosts Bowling Green
University t~is Saturday at I p.m.
at the Queen City Men's Club
pitch in Evendale. Directions to
the pitch will be at theJnfoDesk.

-Joe Angelia
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Muskies roll to -Sweet 16
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BY SEAN O'BRIEN '
Asst. Sports Editor

The women's basketball team
continued on with its unbelievably
successful sea.son.this past weekend as they hosted the first-and.
second-round games of the NCAA
Tournament.
Entering the tournament with a
28-2 record, the Musketeers already secured one of the most successful basketball .seasons, men's
or women's, in school history. Apparently they weren ~t satisfied with .
that .and it showed this weekend.
It may have been the big crowds
that showed up for both games or
the excitement of the NCAA Tournament being played in the Cintas
Center, (where Xavier was undefeated this season), but whatever
it was, the Musketeers absolutely
destroyed the likes of Louisville
and Clemson.
·They were on a missiOn to advance to the third round of the tournament and did so in impressive
fashion.
The Musketeers set school
records for most wins in a season
with 30 and most consecutive victories with 20. Th.eir first ever
"Sweet 16" gets underway this Saturday at noon a11d will be televised
on ESPN as they take on the University of Tennessee.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

XAVIER 80, LOUISVILLE 52
In their firsHound game against
the University "of Louisville, the
Musketeers looked like a team
ready to make a run in March ..
Louisville took ·an early 5-0
lead in the game and looked like
they were going to be a challenge
for the No. 4-seeded Musketeers.
That would prove to be far from
the truth.
Trailing 5-0 less than a minute
into the game, Xavier realized
there was a game to be played and
turned it up. The Musketeers went
on a run of their own - a 24-2 run
to be exact - and with 8:44 remaining before halftime they had
a 24-7 lead and never looked back.
The Musketeers led 43-24 at
·halftime thanks in large part to
their seven first:-:halfthree-pointers.
They came out the second half and
made seven more three-pointers fo
tie the school record of 14 three·
pointers in a game.
The 14 threes were the third

x
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XU senior and Atlantic 10 First Team all-conference member Taru
Tuukkanen scored 14 points in the Musketeers' 77-62 win over
Clemson in the second round of the NCAA Tournament, sending
the Xavier women to their first ever Sweet 16.
highest total :ever i~ NCAA Tour-. play defense and rebound," said
nament history.
.
Balcomb.
Xavier.was led by senior Jennifer P.hillips who scored a team-high
XAVIER 77, CLEMSON 62
20 points. .
Senior . Nicole
Xavier and Clemson faced off
Levandusky made five three-point- . for only the second time ever. It
ers and finished with 18 points and was the second time during the
six steals. Sophomore Reetta Piipari NCAA Tournament though. These
scored six points to go along with two teams first played each other
her 10 assists. Sophomore Amy in 1993 as Clemson played host to
Waugh finished with 11 points af- XU and beat the Muskies to knock
ter .making three three~pointers; .
them out of their tirst7ever NCAA
Their 14 three-pointers and 22- appearance. The outcome would be
28 performance at the free-throw a little different this time around.
line propelled the Musketeers to a
Clemson entered the game at 2180-52 victory.
9 and was coming ?ff an exciting
Head coach Melanie Balcomb first-round victory over Chattaknows her team can shoot well and nooga on Friday night. The Lady
was proud of their performance, but Tigers won the game with 0.8 seccredited another aspect of their . onds remaining in the game.
game for the win.
As opposed to the Lady Tigers
"To win in March, you have to who dodged a bullet on Friday, the

GAME

On Tan

Tuesday, March 20

Saturday, March 24

Tuesday, March 27

•Baseball vs. Butler at 3 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Butler
at 3 p.m.

•Men's tennis vs. Butler
at9a.m.

•Baseball vs. Miami (Ohio)
at3 p.m.

Wednesday, March 21

•Baseball vs. Miami {Ohio)
at 3 p.m.

•Baseball vs. Temple at noon
(doubleheader)
•Women's basketball vs.
Tennessee at noon {ESPN)
•Women's tennis vs. Butler
time TBA
Sunday, March 25

Thursday, March 22

•Baseball vs. Temple at noon
•Men's tennis vs. Dayton
at 3p.m.

•Men's tennis vs. Morehead
State at 9 a.m.

Musketeers were rolling along after a near 30-point victory in their
first-round game.
Senior Taru Tuukkanen got
things started for Xavier as she
scored the first nine points for the
Musketeers. Tuukkanen scoring inside helped to open up the outside
game for the Musketeers and they
took advantage of it once again. For
the second consecutive game,
Xavier had seven threes in the first
half..
·Clemson went on an 11-0 run in
the middle of the first half and went
up by as many as five points before
the Musketeers rose to the occasion.
Xavier turned a. 13 point lead
into a 22 point lead in the final2:5 l
of the first half. Waugh made three
three-pointers and Levandusky
made one to help the Musketeers
outscore Clemson 11-2 in the closing minutes of the first half.
Overall, Xavier outscored the
Lady Tigers 36-9 · in the final 11
minutes of the first half to take a
49-27 lead at the intermission.
Xavier's impressive first half
was too much to handle for
Cleinson in the second half and they
just couldn't mount a comeback.
with such a huge deficit. XU.didn't
help matters either, making five
more three-pointers in the second
half to finish with 12 for the game.
Other than Xavier shooting the
lights out, the most interesting sta·
tistic on the day was Xavier's 32
turnovers. Yes, that's. right, the
Musketeers turned the ball over 32
times and still managed to lead by
. as many as 31 points against the
Lady Tigers. Kind of unbelievable,
but it also demonstrates how amazingly well the Musketeers shot in
scoring situations.
Of the 32 turnovers, Balcomb
credited Clemson's pressure defense and aggressive play.
"They forced us to go fast on offense," said Balcomb.
Xavier had five players score in
double figures on Sunday.
Levandusky led the way with 19
points after making five three-pointers. Tuukkanen added 14 points.
Phillips went 10~10 from the freethrow line and- finished with 12
points and seven rebounds. Piippari
and Waugh each scored 13 points.
"Every player I have can shoot.
Every player has the green light,".
said Balcomb.

Wednesday, March 28

•Baseball vs. Kentucky
at 3 p.m.
·
*Women's NcAA Third Round
played in Birmingham, Ala. ·
Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field.
Home games are in bold

of the

WEEK
BASEBALL VS.
MIAMI (OHIO)
Tuesday at Hayden Field
at3p.m.
The real game of the week
is the women's matchup with
the Lady Vols of Tennessee
but since we usually choose
an on-campus event, why not
head on over to Hayden Field
and catch the baseball team
sticking it to the RedHawks~
XU has struggled early on
and could use a nice showing from the home crowd.
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Fighting Irish KO -xmen
Hot-shooting Notre Dame ousts Muskies infirst round of NC~ Tournament
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

In an NCAA Tournament filled
with first-round upsets, the Xavier
Musketeers hoped to add to the
growing list; but instead were stonewalled by a Notre Dame squad
which shot63.1 percent from the
field en route to a 83-71 win.
It wasn't just Notre Dame's hot
shooting though - the Irish enjoyed the highest field goal percentage against XU all season long the Muskies' inability to answer.
Notre Dame or rebound from their
early struggles that led to their first
rourid exit.
WhiJe·the Muskies did manage·
to return to the NCAA Tournament
for the first time in three seasons,
what most. wiU likeiy remember
from this season is their March col~
lapse - XU went 0-3 this month.
This will leave many to wonder as
to .what might have been had. XU
only finished the way it had played
through most of the season.
NOTRE DAME 83, XAVIER 71
The Musketeers looked good out
of the gate, riding the shooting of
freshman Romain Sato to an early
9-3 lead. That's about where the XU
· highlights end, as Notre Dame em. barked c.m a 22-3 run, including a
14-0 spurt, to take command of the
game.
"That stretch. was really bad,"
·;,

,,

'I)'

:

.

·said Xavier head coach Skip Prosser.
"It's .difficult to win when the other
team shoots 9ver 60 percent, but tonight, we just didn't do a good job
of executing our way out of trouble."
XU made just one field goal over
a nine-minute span·and sputtered as
no one stepped up to pull the team
through its cold spelL
Notre Dame~s ball movement
gave their shooters open looks,
which David Graves and Matt
Carroll capitalized on all night long.
Graves went a perfect 7-7 from
the field and finished with 20 points,
while Carroll went 9-11 on the way
to a game-high 21 points.
. Add 19pointsfromNotreDame's
two-time AH-American Troy
Murphy, and 15 from Ryan
Humphrey, and the Fighting Irish
. had all the scoring they would need
against a Musketeer tearri that shot
over 20 percent less from the field
(40.3 percent on the night)and an ..
abysmal 15 percent from downtown
· (3-20, including 0-11 in the second
half).
. The Xmen couldn't even rely on
the staple that had carried them
through so many close games this .
season - free-throw shooting.
Xavier made just 58:8 percent (1017) of its attempts from the line and
had less trips than the Irish.
In the end the Musketeers were
never able to put together a serious
run to challenge Notre Dame, allow.
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through their hard times. The Musketeers also received double-digit
scoring efforts from sophomore
Lionel Chalmers and junior Lloyd
Price who finished with 14 and 13
points, respectively.
XU's senior co-captains
Maurice McAfee and Reggie Butler weren't given the ending they
might have wis~ed for, but they
can take solace in the team managing to return to the NCAA Tournament (Xavier's fourth NCAA
appearance in Prosser's seven-year
tenure). In addition, the Xmen
compiled a school-record fifth
straight 20-win season.
McAfee totaled nine points and
three assists, but shot just 4-11
from the field and. committed an
uncharacteristic four· turnovers .
Butler saw 14 minutes of action in
his final collegiate game and finished with two points, a rebound,
a steal and an assist.
While the Muskies' trip to the
dance was a. short one, there are
still things the team can take from
the experience.
"We've got six of our top eight
guys
coming back next year," said
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
"Our young guys got a
Prosser.
Senior Maurice McAfee tied Tyrone Hill for the school record in
taste
of
what
it's like to get to the
games played.with 126 in the Muskies' loss to Notre Dame.
. tournament and what it's like when
ing the Irish to escape with the 12- while shooting 8-14 from the field. you're there."
Maybe next seasori will give the
point win.
XU's center scored just four firstSophomore David West led XU half points, and wasn't given the ball Xmen a more enjoyable experiwith 1~ P?ints and eight ,r5\)()yn_ds .enou~~ to P.'llll the Musketeers ence.

Tough weekend continues XU's woes
BY ANTHONY MOSKO

oior pitcher Matt Raih (0-4) to take
the lead for good.

TOLEDO 9, XAVIER 0
The Musketeers may have left
In the later innings of the first
their bats in the dugout while
. TOLEDO 2, XAVIER 1
three games of the Musketeers'
Toledo's Szczur owned the
Junior pitchei: Greg Wiggers mound, tossing a no-hitter and
five-game home stretch, Xavier (712) had many opportunities to come pitched nine innings without giving fanning five. The Rockets scored
away with a win. Unfortunately, it up a sin'gle earned run, but later gave . five runs in the third inning to take
was th.e opposition who provided way to sophomore reliever Jarret a 6-0 lead and never looked back,
the offense needed to win at Hayden Sues in the 10th inning. Sues (2-1) handing Xavier their sixth loss in
Field.
gave up an RBI single that proved to seven games. Cave (0-2) picked up
In Xavier's final game of their .be the winning run for Toledo.
the loss for Xavier.
four-game set with Toledo, the
. Down by one in the bottom of the
Musketeers couldn't touch Toledo's eighth; Crandell hit an RBI single to
XAVIER 10, TOLEDO 8
Nick Szczur who baffled Xavier right field, scoring sophomore Kevin
The Musketeers ended a. fou~
with a no-hitter in the Rockets' 9-0 Cave to tie the game, 1-1. T~e score game losing streak by picking up
win and Xavier's fourth consecu- would remain knotted as .the game their first win against the Rockwent into extra innings.
tive loss.
ets, 10-8. Sues.(3-1) pitched the
In the 10th, the Rockets had two final two innings for the MuskeThe tides turned, however, in the·
final game of the series when the outs and runners at the corners when teers, picking up the victory.
Musketeers scored four runs in the Toledo's Taylor Eckel roped the
Facing a 6-0 deficit in the third,
final inning to somewhat salvage game-winner to center field. In the Xavier picked up five runs on three
bottom of the inning, the Musketeers hits. Cave and Reyes each drew
the weekend.
ring position with consecutive walks and later scored
~f t were not able to
on an error and Greenwell 's RBI,
sing 2-1.
·
respectively. Crandell doubled to
score Greenwell and sophomore'.
Mark Andres grounded out t<:) ·
second consecutive game, score Crandell to make the scot~.
keteers were forced into ex- 6-5.
.,
run and senior
gs only to fall victim at the
The Rockets tacked on two ,
··: . .·. rifice
fly scored
~oinent. This time, Toledo used,,":': more runs to make the score 8.ri: ·~=~,;,,;;;;;;;...;;;;;"""-'
....p
..:.;'..Jqr.Jhe .Musketee
Jell Crandell
bat
"c·~4ti,g.·.
,'.·~_i;tied at two i
,!~~Jeff Barger s (2-3) beaut1_-,,,~;,:,~,l~ndell smacked his sec9!1a ,going four for five w1th'.t\{Vo doubles, two singles a.r.i9 three RBI .
..... nl!l,t;:rreshrila
· itched game was overshad~""";~~Uble of the game. Crandell carlfe'.' .··. "
·
- ··~ · · ·' . ~- ··
· "" ' ·· :+~
nkif'.Jeff Cr
. ·a four-run inning from 'H'.bme when Brenning hit'1'a Greenwell and provide the final mar~ to come away with a 4:'.7 record
RBI singles
Musketeers could not re- grounder to the third baseman. · gin. Crandell had the hot bat for · through their mid-March home
of the ga
. '"Trailing 8-7 in the eighth, Xavier, going four for five with two stand. Unfortunately for Xavier,
second i
's solo home run and 'Greenwell smoked a double down doubles, two singles and. th_ree RBI. their schedule ·doesn't get any
eyes' triple were the . th'e left field line to score Cave ~~cl Greenwell added four RBI by going easier as they spend their next four
A
fift
sive moments for junior Lucas Dines to take the two for four from the plate.
games on the road vs. Butler, Mihomer in the seventh inning off selead, 9-8. Crandell singled to score
The Musketeers were only able ami (Ohio) and Temple.
Sports. Writer
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THE CLASSIC COMEDIES OF DIRECTOR KEVIN SMITH ARE QUITE AN .ADDITION TO ANY COLLECTION

Judica
The Dayton Art Institute is
. sponsoring ~he exhibit, "Judi.ca:
Celebrating Temple Israel's 150
Years" until May 20.
The exhibit is in honor of
Temple Israel's Sesquicentennial
anniversary. The exhibit features
ancient manuscripts drawn from
the collections of the Temple and
private collectors. It also will
display objects created for persopal and public use from Jewish life from the 19th and 20th
centuries.
The exhibit opens Sunday,
March 24. For more information,
call the Dayton Art Institute at
937-223-5277.

·.
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Symphony
The. Cincinriati Symphony
Orchestra. is hosting a concert by
American pianist Terrence Wilson.
Wilson is scheduled to. perform Prokofiev's Piano Concerto
No. 3 in C Major in shows on
March 29-31 at Music Hall.
Performances begin at 7:30
p.m. on March 29 and at 8 p.m.
on · March 30 and 31.
Concertgoers attending the
March 29 concert may attend a
complimentary buffet dinner beginning at 6: 15 p.m. in the lobby
of the Music Hall.
Tickets range from $12-$49
and are available by phone at
381-3300. Student tickets are
$10 the week of the concert and
up to two tickets with each valid

ID.

'

Gordon Parks
The Cincinnati Art Museum
is hosting a talk by Philip
Brookman, co-curator of "Half
Past Autumn: The Art of Gordon
Parks."
Brookman is scheduled to
share his personal interpretations
and meanings of Parks' w.ork.
The co-author of several
books on photography, including "Robert Frank: Moving Out,"
"Raised by Wolves" and ...Hospice: A Photographic Inquiry,"
Brookman is currently a critic of
modem art.
The talk is scheduled for this
Thursday, March 22 at 7:30 p.m.
in the museum's auditorium.

ART

Just 8ec:iuse They Serve You •••
Doesn't Mean They Like You.

.

Kevin Smith's films have inspired a cult following since the groundbreaking and
BY MICHAEL RIESENBECK
Contributing Writer

Welcome
to
the
View
Askewniverse! J:or the uninitiated,
View Askew is the production company created by Kevin Smith (the director of the hilarious films "Clerks;''
"Mallrats," "Chasing Amy," "Dogma"
and the forthcoming "Jay and Silent
Bob Strike Back," which is set for release in August of this year).
Smith's work has gained a huge
following over the years, beginning
· with the success of the ultra low-budget "Clerks." These films have built
up a kind of cult following (especially
on the Internet, a medium of which
Smith has been very supportive).
All of the aforementioned films,
with the exception of "Mallrats," received much critical acclaim as well,
and Smith has emerged as one of the
best writer/directors
of our. time. He
.
. . .
has a sixth sense for wickedly funny
dialogue (in the type of language
normal people speak), making Kevin
Smith's films among the most quotable of any modem filmmaker's.
Something that makes Smith's
films unique is they are all connected
in some way. Each film takes place in
New Jersey and events and characters
are common to each film. It's really
fun to be able to follow the action in
this made up universe (the View
Askewniverse). You can't watch just
one Kevin Smith film because you'd

be missing something if you didn't
take in the full experience.
If you 're a rabid fan of the View
Askewniverse, or are just discovering it for the first time, look no further than ~he DVD format. Smith is
a DVD fan just like the average Joe,
and the'format has certainly been
good to Smith and those cool cats
from Jersey in the Askewniverse.
All four of Smith's films are
available on DVD, and they are a·
treat for both Askew and regular
DVD fans alike. The DVDs have
decent quality, but the real appeal
of a View Askew disc is all of the
added
materiaL
"Clerks,"
"Mallrats" and "Chasing Amy" are
all considered special editions (as·
will a special edition of "Dogma,"
that will replace the currerit movie
which is due out in June of this
year).
Smith has recorded audio commentary for each of his films that is
just as funny as the films themselves. Smith and the actors from
the various films sit down and "tell
it like it is." They certainly don't
sound like big-shot Hollywood
types on these tracks. Each track is
filled with amusing stories about
that film's production, and with
every track, Smith and his ensemble
willingly make fun of the film in
question. On the "Mallrats" track
for example, Smith, actors Ben

The Cincinnati Playhouse
Marx Theatre season continues
with "ART," which runs March
18-April 20.
.
Tickets for "ART" are on sale
now. Prices range from $29-$41,
depending on day and seat locaThe following discs are due for rel~ase on or before March 20 ...
tion. All tickets are $26 for the
. preview performances at 7 p.m.
The Beatnuts, Take It or Squeeze It (Loud) ... Delinquent HabitS, Merry
·'Sunday, March 18; 7 p.m. Tues- Go Round (Ark 21) ... Chill Rob G, Ride the Rhythm (Interscope) ... Kam,
day, March 20; and 8 p.m. Kamnesia (Interscope) ... Mr. Short l{hop, Da Khop S~op (TVT) ... Me
Wednesday, March 21..
.First and the Gimme Gimmes, Blow. in the Wind (Fat Wreck Chords) ...
For tickets to "ART" or for Old 97's, Satellite Rides (Elektra) ... Toadies, Hell Below/Stars Above
more information, call the Play- (Interscope) ... Trick Daddy, Thugs Are Us (Atlantic) ... 112, Part 11/(Arista)
house Box Office at 421-3888.
Tickets can also be purchased at
... all dates are tentative.
www.cincyplay.com.

..
low~budget

comedy classic, "Clerks:'

Affleck, Jason Lee and Jason·
Mewes, along with producer Scott
Mosier, don't try and hide the fact
that the film "tanked" at the box
office. They laugh with the film,
but also laugh at it. If you have any
interest in the View Askew films you
won't want to miss one of these audio commentaries ... they are a real
treat.
The extras
aren't limited to au.
.
dio commentaries, though. Deleted
scenes, making of documentaries
and unique introductions by Smith
and his cast can be found on these
discs. The films are entertaining
enough, but three out of the four
discs come with awesome extras
that make them "must haves." If tbe
new version of "Dogma" is anything like the other discs, it promises to be something special as well.
The most recent View Askew
DVD to hit the market is "Clerks:
Uncensored." In May of 2000,.
Kevin Smith developed an animated series based on his first film.
The ABC network picked it up, but
due to a total lack of interest by
ABC to see the series succeed and
a flawed marketing campaign, the
show was cancelled after. only two
episodes.
· Six episodes were planned at the
be~inning and "Clerks: Uncensored"presents all of the episodes
(the two that aired and the four that

were never before seen) on two discs.
. In true Smith form, the ~nimated
series was given the royal treatment
Smith, along with others involved
in the project, recorded commentary for each episode, and the discs
also contain other extr~s like running storyboards, TV spots, and
trailers and two making of
featurettes. "Clerks: Uncensored"
is a ~reat way to enjoy the series, as
it had great promise but just never
got off the ground.
When you sit down with a View
Askew disc, be prepared to enjoy a
hilarious film, and b.e grateful the
films have been given such great
treatment on DVD. I would suggest
you hold off on "Dogma" until the
new two-disc version is released,
but other than that, you can't go
wrong with a View Askew DVD.
If you enjoy comedy there is no
one better than Kevin Smith. If you
enjoy DVD, ."Clerks," "Mallrats,"
"Chasing Amy" and "Clerks: Uncensored" are four of the finest
DVDs on the market, and, from the
looks of it, the new version of
"Dogma" will carry on in that grand
tradition. You owe it to yourself to
experience a View Askew DVD ... I
guarantee you' II never be the same.
Nootch!

O New Releases O

Thursday, March 22

Saturday, March 24

Over the Rhine
@Bogart's

The Kelly Richey Band
@Patrick's

Friday, March 23

Sunday, March 25

Ecykah Bado ·
@ ;raft Theatre

Patti LaBelle .
@ Cincinnati Music Hall
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'Enemy at the Gates' on target
HOLLYwoon· cLICHEs HURT THis wwn DRAMA~ 'Jn]f.IT. s'fiiL...i>EL1v:Eas·A 'woR.THWHILE VIEWING
is Vassily Zaitsev (Jude Law), a
Russian soldier who was trained by
While on one level movies like his grandfather to be one of the best
"Enemy at the Gates" are enjoyable snipers in the army. He demonentertainment, there's also a sense strates his skill in front of Danilov
of disappointment when watching (Joseph Fiennes), a local political
them. Were it not for several glar- officer who realizes making a hero
ing flaws, "Enemy at the Gates" out of Zaitsev would reinvigorate·
woulq rank with "Saving Private - Russian morale and harden their reRyan" as one of the best depictions solve to defeat the Nazi invaders. ·
of World War II. As it is, the film's "Give the people hope," Danilov
problems reduce· it to simply an stresses to military commander·
engaging film that could have been · Nikita Krushchev (an almost unrecognizable Bob Hoskins). Soon,
so much more.
Zaitsev
is on the front page of the
The movie depicts the bloody
military
newspaper and is receiv- ·
and horrible Battle of Stalingrad,
ing
"fan
mail" from all over the
and takes a look at the lives of
some of those involved. Our hero country. Zaitsev begrudgingly accepts his role as hero, and his
legen'd continues to grow as
he methodically eliminates .
enemy officers. The Ger- mans, in an attempt to defeat
the hopes of the Russians,
bring in their own sniper.
Major Koenig (Ed Harris) is
an emotionless. assassin, and
Zaitsev soon comes to believe
h~ has no chance against the
extremely professional German. As the two men spar in
one tense encounter after another, Zaitsev's resolve begins
. to weaken, and it's only
through a horrible tragedy
that he is able to face Koenig
PHOTO COURTESY ·OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
in one final encounter.
:The first thing that must be
Harris as sniper Major Koeng.
discussed about "Enemy at

BY JOEL BOUTIERE
Contributing Writer

the Gates" is the amazing visuals.
The devastation of a war-scarred
Stalingrad is.repiicated in astonish-·
ing accuracy: rubble and .corpses
litter the ruined streets, and many
buildings are reduced to ruins. The
large-scale battles depicted can, at
times, be as intense and bloody as
the D-Day invasion in "Saving Private Ryan," as bullets tearing into
flesh is graphically depicted. Moviegoers with weak stomachs might
wantto take a pass on this one.

But those who do see it will be
rewarded with i;ome remarkable performances. Jude Law; excellent in
"Gattaca" and "The Talented Mr.
Ripley," again shines here as the
reluctant hero to millions. Fiennes
takes a: somewhat underwritten role
and does his best with it. Hoskins,
given the burden of playing a recognizable historical figure, doesn't
disappoint. And in one of the most
thankless. roles in m9st f.ilms,
Rachel Weisz ("The Mummy")

R E S T A U R A N T

R E

manages to make her part
more than simply "insert love
interest here."
The love story between
Law and Weisz is one of the
defects that keep "Enemy at
the Gates" from rising to the
cream of the crop. It feels like
a concession to try and grab
·more mainstream audiences
who might not be interested
in a straight war flick. The
happy ending that results from
this romance is the very definition of the "Hollywood
ending," and comes across as
· completely contrived.·

PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Oneoftheotherproblems Jude Law as war hero Vassili.
with this film is length. It
seemed as if there were one too pletely outside of his character by
many showdowns between Zaitsev making a completely illogical and,
and Koenig. Nobody in the audi- to put it bluntly, boneheaded move.
ence who has ever seen a movie The film might have been more satbefore would believe one of the isfying if the struggle between the
two would be killed before the fi- hero and villain had come as the
nal showdown, so a lot of the ten- result of a more thought out stratesion is lost as they stare at each other gic maneuver, and not just because
through rifle scopes. Like "The of a cheap plot device to make sure
Mexican," "Enemy at the Gates" the characters had one face-to-face
could have probably benefited by encounter before the end.
Despite these mis~teps, "Enemy
losing about a half hour of running
time, getting us more quickly to the at the Gates" gets a recommendafinal battle between Zaitsev and tion. It may not be Oscar-worthy
cinema, but its great cast and asKoenig.
The final showdown is another tonishing visuals make it worth
of the problems with "Enemy at the spending a few hours to watch.
Gates." Without revealing too
much, it can be said one of the two
main characters seems to go com-
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Food and film are finally.united.
.

-

WATCH AN INEXPENSIVE MOVIE WHILE YOU EAT. THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR OUR FAST-PACED LIFESTLYE
average at best. The menu offered ing the movie.
The atmosphere was clean yet
general Americanized choices, like
Contributing Writer
pizzas, sandwiches, appetizers, des- cramped and not suitable for very
The only thing better than serts and a variety of alcoholic large groups. The tables and chairs
catching a great movie would be drinks. We tried the pepperoni were crowded into the theater, leavenjoying a great meal while you 're pizza, which we split among three ing little room for comfort. And
in the theater. · That's the concept people. Its taste.was a letdown_and with any movie .theater, make sure
behind Cinema Grill, the only place was much like a generic frozen to come early so you aren't seated
in town where you can coll'!bine pizza. We also tried the chicken 10 fe~t from the high screen.
Also, be careful about what
America's favorite pastimes of food' nachos. This selection was tasty,
and. movies.
yet the flavor movie you go to see at Cinema
Unfortunately,
was cheapened Grill, because a blood and guts film
while the idea
with the use of may leave you nauseated. The
is fantastic, the
processed films showing this week are "Best
cheese.
The · in Show," "Unbreakable," "Meet the
service and
grilled chick.en Parents," and "Rugrats in Paris."
food quality is
sandwich served
Cinema Grill is best for dates and
lacking.
Cinem·a
with the usual small groups of three to four. The
Grill is a growtoppings on an movies they choose to show are
ordinary bun usually very good and the prices
ing chain of
was nothing spe- are very reasonable. Also, the show
movie theaterrestaurants that
cial. This bland times correspond well with dinner
allow viewers
sandwich was time so you don't have to eat beto dine while
served with fries fore or after you come. While we
catching a popular second run that were equally ordinary. ·For a recommend going there with a date
movie. The Mt; Lookout location fresher choice, try a club .or Italian or small group of friends to have
is at 3187LinwoodAve. and is easy hoagie1
the novel experience of combining
to find in the heart of downtown.
The service was probably the dinner with a movie, the food qualAdmission is a fair price of $4, worst part of our experience~ While ity and lackluster service leave
which is about half the cost of the the servers were working hard, there something to be desired.
average movie ticket. The price of weren'tenough to accommodate all
food was average, and one should of the guests. Our table's order .
expect-to pay about $7 including wasn't even taken until the movie
drink.
. had begun. Also, it was difficult to
Overall, the taste of the food was get the attention of our server dur-

BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT AND
. MARIE LEIST

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JA_CKSON GOODNIGHT

What better way to catch an invincible Bruce Willis than over a
burger and fries at the Cinema Grill?
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Hesher ·
Hesher
(Warner Brothers).

a beautiful blend of ·
several music styles and
guest artists
This is very interesting stuff. Not
since Beck has anyone put out
· something as interesting· as this.
Hesher (aka Chad· Love) takes his
12 track album .and meshes every
musical style out there together to
create one very interesting album.
With a bevy of guest stars each
putting their own unique twist on
the songs, this album is a real winner. Throughout the album, many
special guests appear: from Everlast
to old school rapper Biz Markie to
Chino Moreno (Deftones) to former ·
members of hardcore legends Bad
Brains, Hester sure picked some
great guests for this album.
Being the unique album that
this is, it can be closely compared

E
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to early Bea~;~~ sriy~:. ~d e~e1t 1;
Sublime - two other bands
who melded many styles t<?gether to create their own creative sound.
The 12 tracks on the album
range from hip hop to pop to
hardcore to even wigged out
folk p0p.
All the tracks are simply
amazing in their own. way, and
hearing Biz Markie and Everlast
·drop verses over a sample of The
Who's "My Generation" was
truly remarkable.
Hopefully, more will be
heard from Hesher in the near
future as magazine critics are
already hailing him as the next
Beck and others calling him one
of the best new bands yet to be
heard. While it may not be accessible to all music fans out
there, it will truly appeal. to
those who are fans of experimental and groundbreaking
music.
This album is in no way a
trendsetter of new things to
cqme, but it does show how one
very talented guy and a lot of
special guests can make a great
album out of 12· !longs that all
have their own twist to them.
Possibly the sleeper album of
the year, but, hopefully, one
that will be picked up and heard
by many.
-Asa Kraning,
Contributing Writer

.
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Old Testament Names
ists that pound the sound into
·the listener's eardrums three
times harder. Or maybe it is
the breadth of musical influences like "Eyeless," which in. corporates jungle sampling. ·
Lyrically, Slipknot paints a .
crimson picture of a life without hope, consµmed by anger ·
and rejection. These diffici.Ilt
emotions are conveyed masterfully by Number 8, whose
voice ranges from fragile and
Slipknot
helpless to brutally 0 intimidat~
Slipknot ·
ing.
(Roadrunner Records)
"I've felt the hate rise up in
. me I kneel down and clear the
stone of leaves I I wander out
where you can't see I inside
sick, twisted and tapping my shell I wait and bleed," la· into inner darkness
ments number 8 in "Wait and
Listening to Slipknot is akin to Bleed."
One caution: Listeners who
having the crap kicked out of you
for an hour. straigltt. ·That's right, _don't have a shred of preferthe sound is that brutal. Armed with ence for metal or hardcore will
. three percussionists and a scathing perceive Slipknot as a.
vocalist, this troop of nine puts to cacaphony of noise. Put simrest the notion that no good music ply, it is not for the gentle listener. To the experienced
ever came out of the heartland.
· . Released back in 1999, Slipknot · metal/hardcore fan, though, ·
is the major label debut from the the songs sound better with
Iowa outfit. The wild nature of their · each and every listen ..
Well, there are a couple exlive shows quickly gained popularity from these mysteriouS masked . ceptions. ''Tattered arid Torn,"
for example, seems like more
creatures.
· ·The CD opens with an onslaught of an experiment with nciise
ofdouble bass drums, grinding gui- than a musical composition.
Everyone needs a CD like
tars and vocalist Corey (or Number
8 to you) screaming the word Slipknot to sulk with on an aw''Pain." This sets the tone for the ·· ful.day. Fans cah expect a fol-·
album. The sound is relentless, lay- low-up album in the near fuing waste to everything in sight for ture. Until then, Slipknot will
satisfy all metal/hardcore
13 tracks.
There is something about Slip- needs.
- Mike Kohlbecker.
knot that distinguishes them from
Diversions Editor
the rest of the metal/hardcore scene.
Perhaps it is the three percussion-
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Amos

Isaiah

Daniel
Esther

Job
Joel
Jonah

Micah
Nahum
Nehemiah
Ruth·

Joshua

Samuel

Ezekiel
Ezra
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'Dinner' an unsatisfying feast
SUPERIOR DIALOGUE EXECUTED POORLY RESULTS IN A SHOW IN NEED OF FINE-TUNING
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
Contributing Writer

The Story
"Dinner With Friends" tells the
story of two couples; one working
at earnestly preserving their marriage while the other couple is
moving in -a different direction.
Linked by years· of evenings to.gether and family vacations, Gabe
and Karen are overwhelmed by. the
impending breakup of their close
friends, Tom and Beth.
·
The Good
·The dialogue:
·Donald
Margulies':play is packed with wit
and
some
·
honest emotion, espe~
cially · from
Gabe
and ·
Karen's characters. His
script has a
quick pace divided
into
very digestible
scenes. Act 1
quickly moves along in the dura- ·
tion of one night almost surprising us with its ending. Act 2 uses
the flashback device to instill . a
historic perspective on the two
couples' relationships, then jumps
to several scenes months in the aftermath of Tom and Beth's divorce.

Robert R Rais fleshes out Gabe,
making him the "common Joe"
you would encounter in life. Rais
forms an empathetic relationship
with the audience that allows us .
an honest view of the situation.
Combined with Annie Fitzpatrick
· (Karen), the two might not portray
. the "perfect" couple that Tom, Beth
and maybe even Margulies see, but
gives us a happy marriage with
laughter, flaws, fights and food.
Fitzpatrick does acommendable
job as Karen but does seem to lack
the "perfect" qualitites that Beth
refers· to in Act 2. This, however,
does not tarnish
the personality
that Fitzpatrick
adds to Karen.
The sets and
lighting: Resident scenic and
lighting. designer Brian C.
Mehring does a
very subtle and
minimalist take
on ''Dinner With Friends." Mehring
uses lighting on a generic set to
portray time, space and location for
an excellent and efficient background. A nebulous set that allows
the audience to picture a yuppie
home, a beachhouse and a bar as
well as allow for fast scene changes.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ENSEMBLE THEATRE OF CINCINNATI

Pamela Sue Martin as Beth and Richard Kuhlman as TOm deliever lukewarm performances in
"Diriner With Friends:'
The Bad·
by Richard Kuhlman, lacks the
Pamela. Sue Martin, whose · sharpness needed for the character.
legacy includes roles in '70s and Kuhlman staggers and stutters
'80s television shows such as through Tom with an uncertainty
"Nancy Drew Mysteries~· and "Dy- that, at first, seems bri'lliant then
nasty," plays the artistic and expres- unintentional.
sive Beth. Martin's performance
The food: Gabe and Karen are
lacks the thorough emC?tion that the. food writers. Throughout the pro.character requires .. Her lines are duction, the play sharply alternates
delivered with a Iacksadaisical feel subjects between food, divorce and
which stunts the energy of Tom and marriage. For the imaginative and
Beth's one solo scene. Tom, played hungry, this is pure torture. During

one scene, one can smell the onions and garlic being minced. Remember, eat before the show.
The buzz: Forget that "Dinner
With Friends" won the Pulitzer Prize
in 2000. Forget that it premiered at
the Humana Festival at The Actor's
TheaterofLouisville in 1998. "Dinner With Friends" is a thoughtful
and fun way to spend the evening
whether you're single or married.

Commencement Countdown 2001
~27and2&

VVin a Pairn . :

Class R"
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Package··
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Check out XU Graduate Programs
Purchase Caps and Gowns
Learn about Alumni Services
Order Graduation Announcements
Sign up for Senior Retreat
S.elect your Class Ring
Obtain Career Information
Check your Bursar bill
Identify Service, Action Options
Verify your Graduation with Registrar
Subscribe to the Newswire
Complete Exit Interview with Financial Aid
Have Graduation Portrait taken
Order a Senior Brick
·Buy a Senior Week Package
Sponsored by Xavier's National Alumni Association in collaboration
with the Sen.ior Year Experience Committee
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·Mooa.!4Ccy. of Our l.ady of Mercy
..
63!18 Drexel Road
Ptliladelpliia. PA 191Sl~ZS96
(21 S) 87~594

· to tutor. (verb)

LISTEN 10 YOUR MO'.IHERI
"D<i tvfiawfll }fSflS nU. you.' (Su Jn "2:50

I tutor·

we tutor

you tutor

you tutor

he/she/it tutors they tutor

KNOW VERB CONJUGATIONS

www.orderofmercy.org
vocution.J@or.dlrofmercy. org
rocmercy@aol.~o"'
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LIKE THE BACK OF YOUR HAND?
The Leaming Assistance Center Is looking for academically
excellent, friendly arid sociable freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors to work as Peer Advisors and Peer Tutors
for the 2001-2002 school year. These are paid student
employee positions, and are NOT required to be given
.
to work-study recipients.
Applications are due March 30, 2001

Pick up· an application today from the
Learning Assistance Center
Kuhlman Hall, First Floor

745-3280
www.xu.edu/lac

Ready to 'try something different?
f uer thought of jqining an Ilene Research Study?
· Benefits of participation:
Study related scheduled doctor uls,ts at no cost
:ME= Study medication at no charge
Participants recelue compensation for each study ulsit.

=ME=

*

Call for Information:
Ulslt our website:
1-800-459-1725 www.A.cneTrial.com
This message brought to you by
· Dermatology ResearchAssociates

·un ··oin ...
Tanning *"'11

The New Contemporary Salon

' HliiaiiDllJllDB

m:wc

HOmBGilylDB

...:.:.;

W e offer la test technology Tanning· Beds.

Homiio1911oe

Come in and experience the power of High Performance TanningJ

E-~:.;lill.llli

Great Job Opportunities!!

Relax

Hiring Students Patt-Time NOW and Full- Time During Summer
· &Bruaks

Look Great

Feel Good

Flexible t!.SlH!§. & GREAT E!Ef. ll

We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $12.00/ Hour
Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
Campus II

•

Forest Park

Wilder•N.KY

513-851-4040

859-441-1700

We Also Have Facllltles Throughout the Regional Area

-~
800.174.DUO

............
877.915U004

, .......... PA
rJ00.213.4423

.......... IN
I00.785.27<12

~.KV
llOO.et0.7303
c...11--M•
800.142.61114

~OH

fl00.837.00tt

D
-I00.283.MU

...._KV
eoo.mus1s

T.W..Olt
eoo.u.eoro

·eoo.MU423

FLW.,.,IN
800.122.1581

No Experience Necessary. Train during school and work
during summer & breaks. We offer Schedule F/exlbllltv.
Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend I

Start Training NOW Ill

www.homecityice.com
Erl.

HOm&G

IDB

E?i.

HomeG1 IDB

EH.

HDmBGI IDB .

:- -Pr~;e~tthis-c~~p~~

:

;nd ~;v~ - - : :- -Pr~;e~tthis-c~~p~~ ;nd ~;v;- - -

$5.00 OFF

:

any 1O visit package at regular
with or without a facial tanner
: Valid with coupon only. Not valid ·
with any other offer or coupon.
1
1 price

::

10% OFF

1 1

any lotion product at regular price.
: : Valid with coupon only. Not valid
•.: wittT any other offer or coupon.
: 1

---------------------

1
~--------------------

Conveniently located minutes from Xayier in Mt. Lookout square.
From Xavier
we are located at 3195 Linwood Ave. Take Dana Ave cross over·
Madison Rd ..to Observatory. Take a right on Linwood Ave go
straight into Mt. Lookout square. W e are behind one Eyed Jacks ...
Pullin by CVS Pharmacy and go around the back of'building.

(513) 871- 0999
In Mt. Lookout Square 3195 Linwood Avenue in rear of building
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Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in Jhe Newswire, call the
advertising deparbnent at {513) 745-3561 and ask for Sarah or send an email to newswireads@yahoo.com.
All· dassified materials and payment are due the Friday before publication.
Summer position - Anderson Township. College student
needed to. watc;h .children: 16
(with Down's Syridro~e), 14
and 12. Day hours; MondayThursday. Non~smoker, ·own
car, good pay! Call 231-4595.

Summer child care needed
in our' Montgomery home. 3 .
· Summer D;:i.y Camp Coungreat boys (1 o and 7 year old
selors needed in Cincinnati twins). Excellent working con. Weekdays 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
ditions, great pay. Call. Carol
· Outdoor program needs inale
984-9145 for more information
group coiJnselor$, swimming
and application.
instructors, drama and singing, maintenance, riflery. and
Looking for college student
other activity leaders. Camp
for summer childcare. Mon·session: June 18-July 27. Predays, Tuesday~. INednesdays
camp work avaiiable in May.
8 a.m.-5:15 p.m., occasional
Call Camp INildbrook 931Thursdays 8 a.m.-1 p.m. in our
2196.
westside Cincinnati home. ·
Now hiring. part-time child
Boys ages .11 & 6. Must have
care workers at Youthland
own car for outings (pool club
Academy's Mariemont and
and Kings Island passes proBlue Ash locations. Call Holly
vided). Contact Lynn or Tony
at 772-5888 ext 230.
451-2571.
Child care needed. MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Babysitting
experience and current references a MUST. 1omonth baby
boy. Must be safe, responsible,
outgoing, talkative, playful, affectionate and honest $1 O/hour.
Calls returned based on detailed
qualifications. Call Britt (work
numbE!r) at 1-888-528~8900 to
leave a detailed voice mail.

Fraternltes -Sororities ·
Clubs -Student Groups
Earn $1,000-2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hourfundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Con.tact Campusfundraiser. com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Large 5-6 bedroom, 4 full
bath, grand porch, .free laundry. $1000/month, less than
$200 per person. Available for
fall semester, possibly one
month early. 281-3863.

Veterinary Receptionist Part-time position available for
. afternoons and weekends. Ap. ply in person at Grady Veterinary Hospital, 9211 Winton
Road, Cincinnati, OH 45231.
931-8675.
Pool managers and lifeguards. Great sum111er positions, top pay, full time/parttime, work outdoors! Call Lisa
777" 1444 ext. 4.

For rent 2 & 4 bedroom
apartments - Very large, newly
renovated apartments within a
half mile of campus. Set in turn
· of the century mansions, these
apartments feature: finished
wood floors, exposed brick
Research associate positions available. at CTI. Must be . walls, ceramic tile, ceiling fans,
laundry, air conditioning, offavailable > 15 hours per week
street parking, security lightduring the hours of 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
ing, fully equip kitchens with
(Monday~Friday). Flexible
garbage disposals, dishwashschedule. For additional inforers and new applianc;es. If you
mation, contact Cindy by phone
are looking to economize, the
(381-2844)
or
.email
bedrooms are large enough to
(ckschulten.cti@att.net).
be shared. These homes are
.
'
a must see and won't last long. ·
For a showing call Ian at 2537368 or Tim at 325-861 O.. ·
House for rent. 1o min.
walk to XU (2233 Cleneay·
Norwood - fantastic 4
Ave.). 2-4 bedrooms. $235/
bedroom house for rent near
month. Call Cathy or Tom at·
campus in June. INasher/
769-5240.
dryer, deck, AC, dishwasher,
Renting now and for 6/01:
awesome new kitchen, large
Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
living & family room. $425 per
bdrm apts. on Dana Avenue.
person includes heat. Send .. Fully furnished, off-street parkemail to rramos1@hotmall.com
ing, air-conditioning, security
for pictures! Call 351-2953.
. doors, satellite dish, decks,
Open house every Thursday
porches, washer/dryer. Call
4-8 p.m.
703-3242.

FOR RENT

Apartment for rent: 5 bed- ·
room and 2.bedroom on Dana
Avenue (across from Music
Dept.). Available June 1st. Call
for more information. 631-2092.
Renting now and for 06/01/
01: Large newly renovated 1, 2
& 3 bedroom apartments on
Dana Avenue. Fully furnished,
off-street parking, air conditioning, building.security, common
decks, private porches, fireplaces, washers/dryers. Short
walk to campus. Phone 703:
3242.
4 bedroom house for rent.
Nicely renovated, 2 car garage,
washer/dryer included. Special
consideration for rent-to-own.
$1175 per month, utilities not
included. Call (513) 759-5409'.
3743 Regent Ave. 5 bed~ .
rocim, 1 bath. New dishwasher.
5 minute walk :to campus, .
$1350/month plus utilities. Call
(812) 375-9800.
Great location! 1515 Dana
Ave. (across from Admissions);
One basement bedroom with
bathroom. for rent in house.
$250 per month 'plus utilities.'
Call 531-4096.
974 Dana Ave. 1 extra large
bedroom apartment, furnished.
Heat an~ water paid. 772-0909.

MISC.
Honda Accord LX '93. Lovingly cared for, one owner, excellent condition, all maintenance records, new CD/radio,
5 speed. $6500 OBO. ·Days
651-6514. Evenings561-7355.
Center for Peace Education.
Volunteer once a week for 45
minutes in either Over-theRhine or Northside as a P~ace
Pal. Help to reduce acts of violence by teaching students how
to resolve. conflict more constructively. Do so by reading·
· to children during the school
day. Call Katy at 221-4863 for
details.and training dates ...
. ·• .· 30 Helens Agree :..
Everybody's Records is the
best. record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint:
condition CDs. INide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & more! Po.stars, stick. ers & buttons; too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday; ,
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery,Road, at Ridge
Avenue.
· ·'" ... ,_.
..
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We at The Newswire would appreciate your opi11:ions on your student newspaper.
·Please take a moment to filloutthis:. survey, cli'.[Fit and drop it in our mail slot at 3739
·- · Ledgewood.(firsthou:~,e,·:~ft<;!r ;#'¢~BA) Qf send it to maillocation 2129. .
.
We wili.:rhliclotfily~.s~iect ()ne s~rvey returner to win·
a $10 gi(t: certificate to the·· bookstore.
.

.

(

.

1. What is your favorite part ofT,heNewsw'ire - the part you want to read first?

2. What is your least favorite part of The Newswire - something you think we could do without?

3. What is your favorite color? (Just kidding~

4. Please give a suggestion of something YC!U haven't seen this year that you wo~ld like to see in The Newswire:Seriously.

5. What is your phone number? (So we can contact you if you win.)
-.:.··

.,

..

I

:
:
I·
1
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mits me from using the paper as a
vehicle for my personal romantic
· gains: All I will say is, I really want
to go out with her so I can tell everyone: "I am so in 40-love with
her."

~r.~ =·=~1 ~ ·~:.14
March 21

As an English major, it's been ·
said I like to rhyme. It's true. ·Indeed I do, from time to time.
By Adam ZiemkieVvia To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to Ml 2129.
The last senior recital I atMostly, I just do it for fun. Kind of
tended
consisted of a polka band
and started mixing tunes; Saturn
like Charlton Heston ·with his
know if she will be there, but Drop. and when we all go to eat, the
that
called
themselves "The Old
and Mercury started making out.
gu_ns. Yet, there's often more dansoup will disappear, replaced by
Inn residents will share their stories
Polish
Sausages."
I enjoyed the
Mars sat in the comer crying beger in words, should I live in the . a man"iacal scientist in a white
at 6:30 p.m. for Shantytown..
show
until
they
played
_their
cause Pluto was hitting on Nepland of the absurd such as saying
coat who goe~ by the name Dr."
gangsta
rap
song:
"Eat
my
tune. But Earth, she was playing
all students at Xavier are merely
Sheldon Weintraub. He will then
Chaloupka."
Joe
O'Leary's
se~
her guitar with all the passion her
sheep in the herd. Or that firing
.l~ugh into the night, having once
nior
violin
reCital
should
be
a
little
gravi~ational pull allowed. _As I
three respected teachers is the
again fooled us all ~ith his soup
March 23·
less offensive at 7:30 p.m. in
watched, all I could think was: look
worst example of budget cuts I've.
simulator. Next stop: Progresso.
EdgecliffHall.
. · .
at the world jam. You want a real
ever heard. But, words can be inThis person really exists #3: An
World Jam? Head to the Cintas
spiring as well, like Pavlov's dogs
Alpha male named Ty who swears
· This person really exists #1:
Center Ballroom from 9 p.m.-2 a.m'.
responding to a bell where saliva
he "only dates fat chicks because
A ·stripper named Barbara who
today. The dance is only $2.
there's no competition from other
will drip by saying the women's
has three kids and telis me she
March 25
basketball team is sailing on the
men and if they dump me, I won't
is going to raise her kid to be a
· This person really exists #4:
Final Four ship toward the horicare." Poor bastard.
lesbian, looking at her and say~
Lucille Janke. (Thanks for being a
zon ofsuccess, a huge heart for a
ing: "You're mommy's little d*ke
March 24
fan!)
compass bene;ith their breasts.
My friend Willard locked himself
aren'tyou?" YoucanmakecharOkay, I admit, sometimes it's hard
I can hear the questions now.
in his room with a can of Com Nuts
. acters like this come alive on
American composer, Zen Budto make words fit. Regardless, I
and the last four Oprah Books of
"When I want to masturbate, I
stage when Xavier Players' hold
dhist and noted mushroom eater
will persevere. Give me a break, . auditions for Toolbox, their
the Month. He came out a month , have to listen to Mary Kate and
John Cage once. said: "If someAshley Olsen's album: "Brother
I've got a whole page to fill up here.
·later 15 pounds lighter muttering
improv and sketch comedy show,
thing is boring after two minutes,
But, only four more issues left for
with mantra dedication: "I will never · For Sale." Is there something
in Kelley Auditorium at 8 p.m.
try it for four. If still boring, then
me to write this year. Then, some- ·
forget my spirit. I will never forget
wrong with me?" "No girls will
one new will amble along whose
date me even though I promise to · eight. Then 16. Then 32. Eventu~
my spirit." All I can do is IOok at
Shantytown brings Susan
ally one discovers it is not boring
defenses against writer's block · Knight to falk about affordable
him and say: "What's with
fulfill their every desire and freak
will hopefully be much more
Willard?" Shantytown asks the
on them all night long while mak- · at all." Obviously, John's never
housing (which sounds like an
ing a videotape of our lovemaking · sat through an episode of "Murstrong.
·same question when the band of the
oxymoron) at 8 p.m. Bobby
der, She Wrote." There will, howusing the finest Maxell VHS cassame name plays at 5 :30 p.m. on the
Knight will then be around to talk
ever, be a John Cage inspired perresidential mall.
. settes .. I will then sell the tape in
Finalists in some poetry conabout whatever the hell he wants
formance, with jazz music and
all the Targets in the midwest
test just announced today will
to talk about, or else.
whatnot entitled "Free MushYou get away from that meat
each be reading their magna opUnited States. Damn. What's
rooms" in Edgecliff Hall at 7 p.m~ It
wrong· with women anyway?" This
young man. Do you hear me? Don't
era at the International Coffee
promises to be boring.
you dare eat that chicken patty or·
Hour in the Romero Center at 3:30
is only a snippet of what's in store
p.m. Last year's winning entry: "As
you will burn in hell.
when Dr. Drew speaks on, subMarch 22
stance abuse and then takes unThis person really exists #2:
a seeker of truth I Oh! man on the
A blonde woman with a fakebox of cream of wheat I please
censored questions from the audiWe adore You, Oh Christ, and we
March 26
Swedish accent pushing vodka
ence at 7 p.1,11. in the Cintas Banfind me/please find me." You've
praise You, because by Your Holy
It is the Anniversary· of the
in a bar in Sarasota called the
got as good a chance as anyone.
quet Room. $3 tickets on sale all
Cross You have given us a few days
Heaven's Gate disaster. Lace up
Speakeasy. Her nutrition for the
off school. Share your adoration
week.
your Nikes. The comet will be by
day: "A martini with olives beShantytown holds a simulated
and praise with Stations of the Cross
to pick you up around 10:15 p.m.
soup kitchen at 5:30 p.m. which
at 7 p.m. in the Buenger Hall Chapel.
Two words recently uttered
cause it tastes like dinner fol"
He' II call before he comes .
lowed by a lime martini because ·
means there,will be four steaming
.that don't quite fit together: topit tastes like dessert." God bless
pots, a bevy of ladles, nine cases
All the planets were hanging out
less and classy.
her little alcoholic heart. I don't . one night. Jupiter had had a few
of Campbell's cream of celecy soup
The alternative to sex talk:
March 27
Gospelfest at 7 p.m. in Bellarmine
Chapel. I've got nothing to say
The band Hip Shot Blueh plays
about the allure of this except that
an accoustic set at the· Strasse
last year I clapped and hummed for
Haus in Covington from 10 p.m.-2
weeks after the concert. I loves
a.m. Some Xavier folk are in the >
me some gospel music. I just hope
band. So go out and give them a
they don't do Matthew, that guys
hand. It's hard to write songs
so pretentious.
people like, unless of course
you've been raised a d*ke then·
I have a huge crush on a tennis
your tongue was made tci please
. player. Journalistic integritY, perand rhymes flow fro~ it \Vith ease.
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Off Campus Student
Housing
Available for the 2001-2002
School Year
All properties short walk to
campus!
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3,4,5, and6 bedroom

·.· .;.,,;:F6t-:'1riformationviSii•St. Barbara-Hall
1
'"· ,, '.: .'~:_; "' ,',
:ol' calf745~1o62
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houses

Call 604-7152

